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And yet… work goes on. The team has been 

Zooming; the Sandbox report and daily bulletin – 

the latter with a new ‘positive news’ section to keep 

our and your spirits up – have continued to land in 

inboxes. And work on this report pressed on.

It’s different from the original plan: the planned 

lead analysing the IFPI’s Global Music Report fell by 

the wayside when the report itself was postponed. 

Other elements have been cut down a bit, but an 

extra feature on the early questions sparked by 

coronavirus has been added.

The core idea remains the same: a new quarterly 

report that will dig deeper into music industry 

trends, markets and startups. This issue is a step 

towards it, but we’ll be adding more data journalism 

and infographics, more interviews and more views 

from across the industry.

The full new format will kick in with our Q2 report, 

published in early July. For now, we hope you find 

plenty to enjoy in this issue. Thank you, as ever, for 

reading Music Ally’s work!

Stuart Dredge
Editor, 
Music Ally

Welcome to the first of Music Ally’s new 
quarterly reports.

A lot of things have changed since we began 

working on this report at the start of the year. 

The day we sat down to plan our new quarterly 

publication, the BBC was reporting on  

“a mysterious viral pneumonia which has infected 

dozens of people in the central city of Wuhan”  

in China.

Three months on, as I write this page, there have 

been nearly 1.3m cases of COVID-19 coronavirus 

globally, including nearly 70,000 deaths. Like many 

companies, Music Ally’s team have scattered to our 

various homes to work remotely, amid a UK-wide 

lockdown that may yet be made even stricter – with 

the Prime Minister currently hospitalised after 

struggling to recover from the virus.

It’s only just over a month since I was hosting 

conference sessions and seeing bands at the 

by:Larm festival in Oslo. It’s now just over two 

weeks since I last left my house and garden as 

symptoms within my family triggered a period  

of self-isolation. The pace of this pandemic has  

been breathtaking.

thethereport ❱ Introduction
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Tours and festivals cancelled. Entire cities 
(no, countries) in lockdown. Artists, fans 
and industry workers alike stuck at 
home, worrying about issues from 
protecting elderly parents or home-
schooling kids to how and when to 
replenish food stocks. 

2020’s COVID-19 coronavirus 
pandemic has up-ended society itself, 
not just the music industry.

At this stage, it would be ridiculous to think 
you can offer an authorative take on what all this 
is going to mean for our industry in the longer term. 

Most of the world hasn’t even reached the predicted peak of 
the pandemic yet.

We have been thinking hard about what it means for the 
music industry right now, though, by necessity for our daily 
news bulletin. Those thoughts are starting to come together 
into more of a structured list of… certainly not answers, but 
questions about what’s happening now, and where it might 
lead to in the future.

It's an unprecedented situation for the modern music industry,  
and we’re not out of the woods yet. But what comes next?

1. Should we worry about  
    falling stream totals?

Are people streaming less music 
due to the coronavirus pandemic? 
Several reports have suggested 
that they are, although premature 
conclusions are best avoided by 
considering the sources of the 

data, as well as the wider arc of the 
pandemic itself.

It’s true that analysis of weekly streams 
of Spotify’s top 200 tracks have shown a 

fall in several prominent markets, although 
that’s an analysis of hits, not of the entire catalogue 

– MBW, which has been exploring this, made that caveat 
clear, but some of the follow-on reports haven’t.

In the US, figures from MRC Data / Nielsen Music and 
BuzzAngle / Alpha Data also pointed to week-on-week 
declines, but at a very early stage in the period of the pandemic 
where people’s living and working habits have changed.

Fewer people commuting and jogging? More people turning 
to the radio and television at home? We can speculate about 

❱ Coronavirus:  
   key questions so far
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18 March
In the US, The Recording Academy 

and its charitable foundation 

MusiCares kick off their COVID-19 

Relief Fund with $1m each. The US 

Artists Rights Alliance writes to 

members of Congress calling for 

“bold, broad relief” that includes 

musicians. The UK’s MMF and 

Musicians Union launch 

surveys to gauge the impact 

on their members.

20 March
Bandcamp waives its revenue 

share for a day, as do many labels, to 

encourage fans to buy music on the 

platform and support artists directly. 

Spotify and Apple talk about 

the donations they’re making 

to support organisations  

and relief funds. Impala 

launches a COVID-19 Task 

Force to coordinate industry 

lobbying in Europe. Fans of Frank 

Turner raise £44k to support his band 

and touring crew. 

The positive stories Calendar-check
Relief funds, support resources, campaigns on behalf of musicians and the teams around them… 

There have been good things to celebrate
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factors, but firm conclusions must wait a while – and be 
based on careful cross-referencing of official streaming data 
with diligent consumer research.

It’s also important to understand what the risks are. Fewer 
streams is less of a concern than falling advertising spend for 
ad-supported streaming services, and any increased churn 
in premium revenues if music subscriptions are a casualty of 
household cost-cutting. Again, it’s too early to quantify the 
impact on both fronts.

2. What support do musicians really need?
We hope that reading our daily ‘positive coronavirus-related 
industry news’ story in the Music Ally bulletin has been good 
for your mental health. Writing it certainly has for ours.

Industry charities and bodies, collecting societies, 
rightsholders, DSPs, live entertainment firms, fan-funding 
platforms through to artists and fans have swung into 
action, and whether it’s multi-million dollar relief funds or 
grassroots campaigns of support, it’s been heartening to see.

So what do musicians really need? For many, the immediate 
priority is to pay their rent or mortgages, to buy food and 
to pay their bills, over the coming (still unknown in length) 
period where their income from physical gigs has vanished 
at a stroke. 

Hardship funds are up and running, and while grants of a few 
hundred pounds or dollars seem small, they’re needed.

It’s good to see that the teams around artists haven’t been 
forgotten either, particularly in the live sector where touring 
crews have also seen their work drop to zero, but also for 
the many other freelancers in the industry for whom ‘Oh just 
do it from home’ is not a strategy.

The other early steps that have been important are 
providing information: how and where to get support, be it 
financial- or mental-health related. 

Industry bodies have played a big role in pulling these 
resources together, as have other music companies.

thethereport ❱ Coronavirus

23 March
Resident Advisor launches 

a ‘Save Our Scene’ 

campaign, encouraging 

collective action from the 

dance music community. A group 

of industry bodies and charities 

in the UK launch a Corona Advice 

for Musicians website. Metal 

label Napalm Records sets up an 

information hub for its artists 
and their fans. SoundCloud 
signs a fast-track deal with 

Twitch to help artists make 
money on the latter service.

24 March
Bandcamp reveals that its 
Friday sale saw fans buy 
$4.3m of music and merch 
from artists. German collecting 

society GEMA launches a €40m 

emergency aid program for its 

members. TikTok donates $10m to 

the World Health Organization’s 

Solidarity Response Fund. 

Gimme Radio invites metal 

artists to DJ on its service 

and get tips from fans, 

and Mixcloud waives its 

revenue share for creator 

subscriptions.

The positive stories Calendar-check
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The other part of this question is what support will they 
need: to replace the lost incomes in the short-to-mid term, 
and to hit the ground running when (hopefully when) life and 
‘live’ return to normal.

3. Do governments really have our back?
The first concern for any government pulling together its 
response to the coronavirus pandemic is not ‘How do we 
protect musicians and the music industry?’. They’re grappling 
(with varying degrees of competence thus far) to keep their 
entire economies from tanking, to restrict the number of 
deaths to the thousands rather than tens or hundreds of 
thousands, and to manage the kind of social distancing 
measures that were unthinkable a few months ago.

That’s their job, but it’s the job of our industry bodies and 
lobbying organisations to speak up for the music world and 
ensure it’s included in the bigger relief efforts and policy 
promises, from small venues to early startups to individual 
freelancers.

You can’t generalise about how this is 
going across so many countries, but 
there are some positive signs that the 
music industry has good messages 
to put out: about its importance to 
the wider economies and about the 
cultural value of musicians and music. 
There have also been some clear, well-
explained outlines of the measures that 
will help – from Impala in Europe, for 
example.

While some countries, like Germany, 
have announced specific relief funds 
for the cultural sector, in many others 
the helpful measures will be more 
general. Here, again, it’s very early 
days: when we get through this current 

situation, we’ll find out whether governments can follow 
through on helping this sector (among many others, yes) get 
back on its feet.

4. Is this really livestreaming’s big moment?
Who’s streaming on Twitch? Everyone’s streaming on 
Twitch! Except if they’re streaming on Instagram, or 
YouTube, or Facebook! Or if they’re artist L Devine, with her 
inventive URL Tour, all five in turn.

Every day, dozens of artists are streaming live to their fans, 
with a mixture of at-home performances, amateur chat-
shows (often surprisingly professional ones: there’s surely a 
late-night chat show desk now reserved for Miley Cyrus in a 
few years’ time, if she wants it) impromptu Q&As with fans, 
and drunken karaoke sessions.

For artists at a certain level, this is all about reaching their 
fans, without worrying too much about making money from 
it, although those with a social conscience are figuring out 

25 March
Amazon Music, Facebook, SiriusXM 

and Pandora, Spotify, Tidal and 

YouTube Music donate to MusiCares' 

COVID-19 Relief Fund, while Spotify 

launches its wider COVID-19 Relief 

Project and PRS for Music sets up 

an emergency fund. Bandsintown 

reveals its own fast-track deal with 

Twitch for artists. The #VirtualPint 

campaign raises money for UK venues 

and pubs, while 

#iloverecordstores 

gets celebs supporting 

their favourite indie 

record stores. 

26 March
UK charity Help Musicians launches 

a Coronavirus Hardship Fund 

with £5m. Details emerge of relief 

programs from various governments 

that musicians will be able 

to claim from. Sofar Sounds 

agrees to pay artists who’ve 

had one of its gigs cancelled, 

while setting up a £250k fund 

of its own for direct support. And 

a group of artists come up with a 

#YouFollowMeIFollowYou idea to 

help one another reach YouTube’s 

minimum subscribers bar for 

monetisation.

The positive stories Calendar-check
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how to funnel their audiences towards relevant charities.

Cue endless headlines about this being livestreaming’s big 
moment, but… If it’s really going to be a big moment, we 
hope that it’s not just about the big stars streaming for free. 
Could this also be the time to figure out how livestreaming 
can be a proper income stream for musicians lower down 
the pyramid?

There may be a rude awakening for some who assume that 
building and monetising an audience on, say, Twitch, is quick 
and easy. As the gamers who’ve been successful on that 
platform will tell you, it’s more of a long grind.

Still, there’s an opportunity, too: to test the appetite of fans 
for ticketed livestreams and digital tip jars, and to ascertain 
whether these online performances can not just be a lifeline 
now, but a revenue stream going forward.

5. Who are the big winners  
     from changed habits?
Apologies if that sounds flippant: nobody is a big winner in a 
pandemic. But how is this situation changing what music we 
stream and how we stream it? Some early data – and we’ll 

stress that again, this is still early in terms of the  
change to our living and working habits – offers  
some hints.

Spotify has said that the home-working shift means people 
are streaming across a wider range of devices, including 
desktop computers, TVs and smart speakers. It’s seen an 
increase in cooking- and housework-themed playlists; 
a boom in wellness and meditation podcasts; boost to 
streams of children’s music and classical tracks; more use of 
collaborative playlists; and a rise in the ‘chill’ factor of tracks 
that people add to their playlists.

Deezer added that its weekday peak has bumped back from 
6am to 9am-10am; like Spotify an increase in streams from 
non-mobile devices; more mood playlists being played; and a 
surge in listening to podcasts for kids.

We’re less interested in the short-term habit changes, and 
more in the decisions they may fuel over a longer period. Are 
millions of kids now accidentally messing up their parents’ 
recommendation algorithms – and when the latter realise, 

27 March
The German federal 

government creates 

an aid package for the 

creative and cultural 

sectors there of €50bn. 

Indian collecting society 

IPRS launches an Emergency 

Relief Package. Twitch announces a 

12-hour streamathon to raise money 

for the WHO's fund. Patreon reveals 

that more than 30,000 

new creators are raising 

money on its platform. 

And Taylor Swift starts 

pinging $3k apiece 

to fans experiencing 

hardship.

30 March
French society Sacem creates a €6m 

‘rescue fund’ for hard-hit musicians, 

and promises to pay 'exceptional 

royalty advances'. UK society PPL 

is also working on bringing forward 

its next distribution. Chartmetric 

makes its premium tier free to artists 

for eight weeks, while 20 Spanish 

indie labels launch Music For Gloves 

to raise money for crucial hospital 

supplies. Plus #recordstoreoftheday 

is another campaign to support indie 

stores.

The positive stories Calendar-check
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will this spark an increase in family-plan subscriptions, for 
example?

Which kinds of artists and labels will benefit most from 
an upswing in mood-playlist listening, and will this lead to 
more controversies around ‘fake’ artists?  And, if this is the 
latest inflection point for podcasts, how will that influence 
the strategies of the streaming services, and the knock-on 
impact for music rightsholders?

6. Is this just temporary teleworking?
In a blog post this month, the CEO of video-conferencing 
startup Zoom revealed that it has grown from averaging 
10m daily users in December to 200m now. 20x growth in 
three months for an app that’s become a key tool for work 
and personal use alike. 

Zoom’s massive spike is part of the most enormous 
experiment there’s ever been in remote working, including 
a large proportion of the music industry in many countries 
working from home en masse.

For many people, that’s required a crash course in mastering 
not just the technology required, but the mental state 
to make this work – while also doing all this in isolation 
(if you live alone) or surrounded by family members and 
housemates (if not).

It’s fair to ask whether this will change how we work in the 
post-pandemic future, although still too early to answer 
with any confidence. We may be desperate to get out and 
about for physical meetings again, or we may realise how 
many of those meetings could be handled with a video 
chat. Companies may come out of this with an even better 
infrastructure to support more remote workers: helpful for 
firms needing to cut costs but not wanting to cut jobs.

2020’s raft of cancelled conferences is going to teach us 
exactly which events we love and miss – those will return 

31 March
Universal Music Group launches 
its All Together Now Foundation 
to support employees in hardship, 
and promises interest-free royalty 
advances and fee waivers for artists, 
songwriters and distributed indie 
labels. Aussie collecting society APRA 
pays live performance royalties 
early, while the UK’s Music Venues 

Trust kicks off a £1m 
‘fighting fund’ to help 
shuttered venues.

1 April
Live Nation launches 
‘Crew Relief’ and 
commits $5m (plus another $5m 
to match fan donations) to support 
touring crews. Beatport reveals its 

‘ReConnect’ livestream 
has raised more than 
$180k for support funds; 
Irish society IMRO makes 
its radio distributions 
monthly; and George 
Ezra waives royalties for 

his music to be used in livestreamed 
workouts by influencer Joe Wicks, 
with proceeds going to NHS charities.

The positive stories Calendar-check
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with a bang in 2021 – and which we don’t really miss at all 
(and so they might not return at all).

7. Will we lose some promising startups?
The New York Times thinks 2020 may be “the great 
unwinding” for a lot of technology startups, forced to lay off 
large proportions of their workforce, cut their costs, and in 
some cases quickly pivot their products and services.

“Plans for initial public offerings are on hold. And funding 
is drying up for many young tech companies,” it reported, 
before outlining a common ‘survival guide’ for these 
companies:

“Cut spending, lower prices on products, renegotiate fixed 
costs for things like leases and ask the government for 
assistance for the fitness studios, home rental operators or 
gig workers they rely on.”

For many startups who are still building their businesses, 
their financial health has always been about the ‘runway’ – 

how long they can survive based on their cash in the bank, 
and their balance of revenues and costs.

At a time like this, some lucky startups who recently 
completed funding rounds have a decent runway, but others 
– especially those who were in the middle of raising funding 
or planned to do so later in 2020 – are facing a big challenge.

What can we (the music industry) do about this? Perhaps not 
much, given that labels, management firms, publishers and 
other music companies have their own business challenges 
to grapple with.

Still, a heightened awareness of the precariousness of 
music/tech startup economics might at least kick a few more 
licensing hurdles out of the way when we do get back to 
business. 

In the meantime, though, we may lose some talented 
startups for little more than unlucky timing, rather than 
failures in their ideas or business models.

2 April
US industry bodies team 
up to launch the Music 
COVID Relief website 
with resources for industry 
workers. The #MusicMatters 
campaign kicks off in the US with 
an auction of items from famous 
artists. Dolly Parton donates $1m 
to coronavirus research, and the 
Washington Nightlife & Music 
Association (WANMA for short) 
publishes a five-step plan to help 
Seattle venues facing financial ruin.

3 April
SoundCloud lets creators add a 
button to their profile pages to 

solicit direct financial support via 
Kickstarter, Bandcamp, Patreon and 
PayPal. SoundCloud also commits 
$15m to other support programmes. 
Sony Corporation launches a $100m 
global relief fund, which includes 
support for up-and-coming artists 
and the teams around them. JioSaavn 
launches a livestream series with all 
revenues going to the performing 
artists.

6 April
Spanish collecting society SGAE adds 
€7m to its existing €8m programme 
of financial and social aid for 
members. UK indie body AIM creates 
a £1m support fund for independent 
music contractors and freelancers. 
The Digital Mirage Online Music 
Festival raises $250k for musicians 
and music industry 
workers. And the WHO 
reveals plans for a global 
concert – and a $10m 
donation from Apple.

The positive stories Calendar-check
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If you’ve received this report, you’ll 
hopefully also be receiving Music Ally’s 
news bulletin, which keeps daily track of 
the news stories and trends from the music 
industry and beyond.

In our new quarterly reports, we’re going 
to be digging a little deeper into some 
of those stories, be they the high-profile 
announcements or the under-the-radar 
movements going on within the music 
business.

This issue, the former category includes 
setting Amazon’s announcement of a 
concrete figure for its music streaming 
customers within the context of the 
growth of subscribers across the other 
big services; and also looking again at 
YouTube’s recent numbers for revenues, 
but also payments to music rightsholders.

New angles on the (non-coronavirus) big or under-the-radar 
industry stories of Q1 2020

We’ve also looked at the bigger picture 
around Apple’s services growth; and 
some of the dispiriting data (but also the 
encouraging efforts) relating to gender 
diversity in the industry.

As for under-the-radar trends: we’ve  
been rooting around in Chartmetric’s  
data from Spotify, to track the sharp 
growth in popularity of lo-fi hip-hop 
playlists not just during the current 
coronavirus-triggered period of social 
distancing, but before it.

We’ve also returned to one of the trends 
Music Ally was first to pick up on – the 
huge numbers being done by the top Indian 
artists on YouTube – and explored the 
extent to which those views are coming 
from viewers in India versus elsewhere in 
the world.

❱ Second look
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subscription companies alone now have more than 300 
million subscriptions / paying users between them.

Semantics do matter here: a la carte features, family  
plans and more mean one company’s ‘subscribers’ may be 
defined differently to another’s ‘subscriptions’ and another’s 
‘paying users’.

The cancellation of the event to launch the IFPI’s Global 
Music Report means we’re still waiting for an ‘official’ 2019 
global total from the industry body, which had previously 
estimated that there were 255 million ‘users of paid 
streaming services’ (again, important semantics) at the end 
of 2018.

Third-party research firms are trying to fill the gap: 
Counterpoint Research reckons there were 358m music 
‘subscriptions’ by the end of 2019. We’ll wait for the 
IFPI report to see what the official figure is. Even so, it’s 
worth taking a moment to think about how far the music 
subscriptions business has come.

In March 2013, Sony Music’s international boss at the time, 
Edgar Berger, was asked about an estimate that there were 
28 million music subscribers. “I don’t see any reason why this 
won’t be more than 100 million in the near future,” he said. 
Barely seven years on, that goal has been tripled by the top 
five services alone.

1. Amazon figures bolster  
    the global picture
Amazon publishes numbers about its business, of course it 
does. As a public company, it has to. But when it comes to 
useful numbers about the music part of its business, Amazon 
has traditionally kept its cards very close to its chest indeed. 
Which is what made its January announcement – made 
outside its quarterly cycle of financials and earnings calls – 
such a significant moment.

The company said that Amazon Music had “more than 55 
million customers globally”, and that subscriptions to its 
flagship streaming service Amazon Music Unlimited had 
grown by more than 50% in 2019.

The announcement made it clear that the 55 million 
stat referred to music streaming (i.e. not Amazon’s MP3 
downloads store), and in an accompanying interview with 
the Financial Times, music boss Steve Boom stressed that 
“nearly all” of those people were paid subscribers, rather than 
listening to Amazon’s recently-launched free streaming tier.

A concrete number for the industry to play with, then, and 
one which cemented Amazon’s position as a strong third 
place in the global music subscriptions league table, behind 
Spotify (which ended 2019 with 124 million subscribers) 
and Apple Music (whose last public figure was 60 million in 
late June 2019, although we suspect it may have reached 70 
million by the end of 2019).

Throw in Tencent Music, which ended 2019 with 39.9 million 
‘online music paying users’ (a total that includes people who 
bought albums a la carte from its services), and YouTube, 
which had 20 million subscribers across YouTube Music and 
YouTube Premium at the end of 2019, and a rosy picture 
emerges of the global market. The world’s five biggest music 

thethereport ❱ Second look
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By coincidence, 20% of YouTube’s stated 2019 advertising 
revenues is… just over $3bn! But that really is a coincidence, 
since the $3bn paid out to the music industry last year 
includes subscription revenues.

What’s more, views aren’t that useful a metric when talking 
about YouTube monetisation. ‘Watch time’ is much more 
important, with longer content – certainly longer than four-
minute music videos – thought to perform better in terms 
of getting ads running against it. Also remember that Pex’s 
study referred specifically to music videos, rather than the 
wider Content ID-monitored world of music’s use in other 
kinds of videos.

More transparency around YouTube’s business is certainly a 
good thing for the music industry, as it seeks to understand 
how the platform is growing, and how it makes its money. 

Gathering as much accurate third-party data of their own – 
related, several major labels have invested in Pex – will also 
be important as rightsholders prepare for their next (and 
first post-European Copyright Directive) round of licensing 
talks with YouTube.

Rightsholders will always want YouTube to pay more, but the 
other big takeaway from Wojcicki’s announcement is how 
much it’s paying already.

Spotify’s cost of revenues in 2019 – not just royalties, but 
mostly - was €5.04bn ($5.64bn), as a comparison. Opinions 
differ on whether YouTube is now paying rightsholders more 
or less than Apple Music, whose numbers are more difficult 
to reverse-engineer, but YouTube is likely in the top three 
digital accounts for the music industry now.

2. YouTube plugs revenues  
     knowledge gap
We’re all familiar with the ‘value gap’ debate contrasting 
music consumption on YouTube with the royalties that 
generates for rightsholders and musicians. But what are 
those royalties really?

In a burst of transparency earlier this year, YouTube offered 
new figures: $3bn paid out to the music industry in 2019 
from a combination of advertising and subscriptions.

Fortuitously, this announcement (by CEO Susan Wojcicki) 
came shortly after parent company Alphabet finally  
broke out some YouTube financials, in its early-February 
earnings call.

YouTube generated $15.15bn in ad revenues in 2019, up 
36% from 2018’s $11.16bn, which in turn was up 37% from 
2017’s $8.15bn. Alphabet also revealed that YouTube now 
has more than 20 million subscribers between its YouTube 
Music and YouTube Premium tiers.

The picture is of a surging business which has nearly doubled 
its ad revenues in just two years. But what else can the music 
industry do with all these figures, to press its case for even 
higher royalties from YouTube?

First, rightsholders will need to gather their data on  
music’s true importance to YouTube. One useful study  
was published last year by analytics firm Pex, which claimed 
that in 2018 music videos accounted for 20% of total views 
on YouTube.

thethereport ❱ Second look
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2020, but sensibly given the current situation, WMG has not 
tied itself to any particular deadline.

UMG is under little pressure to fire the starting gun on its 
own IPO. In February, Vivendi announced its intention to 
spin the music group off with a timescale of “early 2023 at 
the latest”, as it prepared to finalise the sale of a 10% stake in 
UMG to a consortium led by Tencent.

That deal, which was completed recently, valued UMG at 
€30bn (around $33.6bn at the time), offering a first sense of 
how major music companies might be valued in comparison 
to their partners in the streaming world.

On 6 April, Spotify’s (post initial corona-crash) market cap 
was $22.5bn, while Tencent Music’s was $17.8bn. A fairer 
comparison to UMG’s valuation in the Tencent deal might be 
the two companies’ $26.6bn and $20.6bn market caps when 
we started researching this article in early March.

WMG’s valuation in any IPO has yet to be determined, 
although using a very basic ‘times-revenue’ calculation: 
UMG is valued at 4.2x its annual revenues, and if it matches 
that, WMG could be worth $18.8bn.

What’s most lip-smacking about the prospect of these  
two IPOs, though, is the prospect of seeing how the  
markets react to their interactions with the likes of  
Spotify and Tencent Music. When deals are done or tensions 
are in the air, based on share price movements alone, it’ll  
be crystal-clear which side Wall Street thinks has the  
upper hand.

3. Battle of the public  
     companies
Some of the most useful data on the digital music industry 
has come from the digital music companies that have gone 
public: Spotify, Tencent Music and Pandora – the latter of 
which now publishes its quarterly data through its also-
public parent company SiriusXM.

On the rightsholder side, we get a certain amount of data 
from the financials of Vivendi and Sony Corporation on 
their Universal Music and Sony Music groups, while Warner 
Music Group has continued to publish quarterly results and 
hold earnings calls even since being taken private by Access 
Industries. Kobalt, BMG (via Bertelsmann) SoundCloud and 
other companies also contribute to our knowledge.

So, the prospect of Warner Music Group going public again 
and Universal Music Group having its own IPO doesn’t 
necessarily mean we’ll get acres more insight into the 
economics of the streaming-driven modern music industry – 
although the companies’ investor prospectuses will certainly 
make for fascinating reading. There will be plenty of other 
interesting consequences though.

There’s a bit of ‘if and when’ about all this. Warner Music 
announced that it had filed to go public in early February. 

However, as the coronavirus outbreak became a true 
pandemic, the IPO appears to have been put on hold until 
the markets recover. The hope may be that this will be in 
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services were a standalone business, it would be 242nd in 
the Fortune Global 500 rankings.

In 2015, services generated less revenues than each of the 
iPad and Mac categories for Apple. By 2019, services was 
less than a billion dollars shy of out-earning those other two 
categories put together.

We can only speculate about music’s role in this. IF Apple 
Music now has 70 million subscribers, and IF each of those 
people are paying $9.99 a month – yes, this doesn’t factor in 
family plans, students and lower prices abroad – that might 
be an $8.4bn business annually. Which sounds impressive, 
but is only 18.1% of Apple’s 2019 services revenues, and 
3.2% of the company’s total sales.

Using another calculation method, if Apple Music matches 
Spotify’s average revenue per paying user of €4.65 (around 
$5.24) that could make Apple’s music streaming business a 
$4.4bn business in terms of annual revenues – just 9.5% of 
its services total.

(Surprising? Research firm Sensor Tower reckons consumer 
spending in Apple’s App Store globally was $54.2bn in 
2019. A 30% cut of that would be $16.3bn, although 
this calculation doesn’t factor in a.) a lower 15% cut of 
subscriptions to third-party apps for people who’ve 
subscribed for a year or more, and b.) the 100% cut for Apple 
of sales and subscriptions to its own apps, Apple Music 
included).

Apps are doing the heavy lifting, then, but the importance 
of services to Apple is clear, and the cultural importance 
of music to the company 
should not be ignored as 
part of that.

4. Apple’s services empire  
     still expanding
There are plenty of people in the music industry who 
remember when Apple was less a tech titan, and more a 
tech struggler. They also remember the crucial role that its 
iPod digital music player and iTunes software took in Apple’s 
revival – in its fiscal 2006, the iPod accounted for just under 
40% of Apple’s total revenues.

Some of those people grumble that the value that Apple 
gained from inviting people to ‘Rip. Mix. Burn.’ – and the tacit 
understanding that filesharing replaced the first of those for 
many users – was not matched by the value returned to the 
music industry by the company. Even if those grumbles pale 
in comparison to the ones around YouTube’s ‘value gap’.

Still, music was vital to Apple at a crucial stage of its modern 
history, and to its credit, ever since the company has 
acknowledged music’s importance to its culture too. How 
important is music to Apple’s business in 2020 though? 

That’s a little harder to break down.

Music sits within the ‘Services’ product category in Apple’s 
financial reporting (alongside iPhone, iMac, iPad, and 
‘Wearables, Home and Accessories’). Services includes 
Apple Music and iTunes, as well as the App Store, AppleCare 
and iCloud subscriptions, ebook sales and Apple’s nascent 
subscription businesses in news, video and games.

The category is certainly growing in importance for Apple. 
In the company’s fiscal 2015, services accounted for 8.5 of 
its total revenues – a $19.9bn business segment. In its fiscal 
2019, services were 17.8% of Apple’s revenues: $46.3bn. If 
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can explore using the public data in YouTube’s charts, by 
comparing these six artists’ global views in the week of 27 
March to 2 April with their views in India.

For example, 229m of Yagnik’s 273m views that week came 
from YouTube users in India – just under 84% of her total. That 
percentage was 82% for Narayan, 87% for Sanu, 75% for Singh, 
78% for Kakkar and 85% for Magneshkar. Of the six stars’ 
1.09bn views, nearly 82% – 897m – were from their homeland.

YouTube really is huge in India: it had 265 million monthly 
active users there in April 2019, and while that figure hasn’t 
been updated since by YouTube, it’s reasonable to expect it 
to have grown rather than shrunk.

The large homeland view-counts of India’s music stars are 
also a testament to the scale of the channels their videos 
are made available on. Film-music giant T-Series’ flagship 
YouTube channel continues to go from strength to strength: 
it’s now up to 135 million subscribers, having added an 
average of 3.5 million a month since reaching the 100 million 
milestone at the end of May 2019.

All this is making some unlikely YouTube stars. As we reported 
in March, Lata Mangeshkar – who in the latest chart week had 
more YouTube views of her music (139m) than Lady Gaga, 
Beyonce and Drake combined – is a 90 year-old playback 
singer who’s been recording since the early 1940s! 

5. Global reach for India’s  
     YouTube superstars?
Ever since YouTube launched its music charts in 44 countries 
in May 2018, Music Ally has been reporting on one of the 
key points revealed by that data: the huge popularity of 
Indian artists on YouTube.

It’s not uncommon to see four or five Indian artists in the 
top 10 of YouTube’s weekly global artists rankings (by views 
of videos featuring their music) including a fair few clean 
sweeps of the top three positions. 

When combined with the popularity of the top Latin 
American artists, even Anglo-American superstars can find it 
hard to crack the top 10.

Take the week of 27 March to 2 April 2020 as an example, 
when YouTube’s top 10 artists by views were, in order: Bad 
Bunny, Alka Yagnik, J Balvin, Udit Narayan, Kumar Sanu, 
Arijit Singh, Neha Kakkar, BTS, Lata Mangeshkar, and Dua 
Lipa. The six Indian artists in that list accounted for 1.09bn 
views between them on YouTube in that week alone.

To what extent is this about YouTube’s huge scale in India, 
versus people from the Indian diaspora watching these 
videos elsewhere in the world? That’s something we 
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of efforts underway to enact it. Oslo’s by:Larm and (now-
postponed but still scheduled) Primavera Sound showed 
gender parity and exciting lineups aren’t mutually exclusive, 
and while coronavirus has laid waste to 2020’s festivals, the 
pioneering Keychange initiative can lead to more progress on 
this front in 2021. 

Meanwhile, organisations like Women In Music and  
Shesaid.so continued their work, while individuals (for example 
Vick Bain in the UK, who published a giant spreadsheet of 
women artists in the UK to nudge bookers and spark the 
discussion) showed that talk can translate into action.

Shesaid.so’s launch of an intersectionality committee in 
February was also a reminder that diversity in the music 
industry has multiple aspects: not just gender, but race, class 
and age for example. Each has their own unique challenges, 
but also lessons that can be learned and applied to the others, 
to continue the evolution of the industry.

6. More work needed  
     on gender diversity
One of the disheartening yet predictable 
aspects of International Women’s Day is 
that many, many Men Of Twitter decide to 
voice their disapproval by asking why there 
isn’t an International Men’s Day.

(British comedian Richard Herring has 
made a tradition of replying to as many as 
possible politely – well, mostly politely – 
informing them that there is one, that it’s on 
19 November, and raising money for charity 
from people enjoying his efforts.)

Music streaming services approve of 
International Women’s Day, though: 
it’s become a fixture in their curatorial 
calendars, with playlists, podcasts and other 
features all appearing on their homescreens 
on 8 March, to celebrate women 
songwriters, performers and producers.

That’s all good, but the first quarter of 2020 
also offered plenty of reminders that as an 
industry, we have plenty of work to do when 
it comes to gender diversity.

Start with The USC School for 
Communication and Journalism’s third 
annual study of diversity and inclusion 
in the music industry, published in mid-
January, with its clear verdict that “popular 
music is still missing female voices”.

Just 22.5% of the artists in Billboard’s end-of-2019 Hot 100 
chart were women, and while that’s progress – the low point 
was 16.8% in 2017 – it’s still well short of equality. The study 
also tracked the percentage of Hot 100 songwriters and 
producers who were women: 14.4% and 2.6% respectively.

Professor Stacy L. Smith, who led the study, was blunt in 
her verdict: “The music industry has virtually erased female 
producers, particularly women of colour, from the popular charts.”

Meanwhile, the annual ‘International How Many Of 
Billboard’s Power List Are Men? Day’ took place in January, 
yielding the answer ‘79%’ – a single percentage point increase 
year-on-year. Even the spin-off ‘Impact List’ focusing on 
emerging execs, which could be a great place to aim for a 
50/50 split, was 64% male.

The good news is that these kinds of studies and industry 
rankings are fuel for change, and there are a growing number 
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That ChilledCow playlist had grown steadily from 680k 
followers on 6 October to 998k by the end of 2019, and that 
steady growth continued to more than 1.3m by mid-February. 
Then came a sharp uptick in growth: by 6 April the playlist had 
just under 2.2m followers.

It’s a similar tale for the Strange Fruits playlist: steady growth 
from just over 99k followers on 6 October to 249k by the end 
of the year. Its uptick began earlier than ChilledCow’s, in early 
January, and by 6 April it had more than 1.9m followers.
Followers is one metric, but actual listeners another. 

According to Chartmetric, ChilledCow’s flagship playlist 
averages just over 390,000 monthly listeners on Spotify, while 
Strange Fruits’ has more than 298,000 – making them the 
43rd and 65th biggest playlists on Spotify by that metric. Strip 
out Spotify’s own playlists, and they’re the sixth and ninth 
biggest third-party playlists.

They’re part of a bigger wave of music curation, with other 
fast-growing lo-fi hip-hop playlists on Spotify including Chill 
Beats Music’s ‘Chill Beats Weekly’ and College Music’s ‘lofi 
hip hip / chillhop / beats to study / relax to’ – long, keyword-
stuffed titles are de rigueur here.

It’s also interesting to note the source of the music that these 
playlists are featuring. At the time of writing, 100% of the tracks 
on ChilledCow’s flagship playlist are from independent sources, 
including 68% from its own label. Meanwhile, every single track 
on the Strange Fruits playlist comes from its own label.

7. The hi-power growth of  
     lo-fi hip-hop playlists
Even before many of us were learning to work from home every 
day, ‘lo-fi hip-hop’ music as a concentration aid was one of the 
most interesting under-the-radar trends in the music industry. 

Channels like ChilledCow and Chillhop Music have millions of 
subscribers on YouTube, broadcasting live streams of beats to 
work, study or relax to.

However, this isn’t just a YouTube trend. The key lo-fi hip-hop 
brands (and they are brands, increasingly) are also making 
their presence felt on Spotify, where as data from analytics 
platform Chartmetric clearly shows, they’re running some of 
the fastest growing playlists on the platform.

In fact, on 6 April the three top playlists on Spotify in terms 
of 28-day change were all part of the lo-fi hip-hop wave. 
ChilledCow’s ‘lofi hip hop music - beats to relax/study to’ 
playlist had added nearly 503k followers in the previous four 
weeks, while Strange Fruits’ ‘lofi hip hop music to study and 
relax to | jazz beats to sleep | Lofi Fruits’ playlist had added 
more than 365k.

Is that growth – weekly additions of around 126k and  
91k followers apiece – purely down to a social-distancing, 
home-working, desperately-needing-relaxation boom 
though? Not entirely.
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We’ll make this clear from the start: 
the suggestion that due to coronavirus 
lockdowns and self-isolation everyone 
suddenly has lots of time on their hands 
to read, think, bake, and do 17,000-piece 
jigsaw puzzles is bunkum.

Yes, many of us are not commuting or going 
out in the evenings, but we’re getting to 
grips with remote-working and/or helping 
parents, homeschooling children, figuring 
out how best to shop, and fending off as 
best we can the very real mental health 
challenges of the current situation.

That said… depending what your job is 
and which parts of it have been hit by the 
pandemic, there may actually be some 
time opening up for personal, professional 
development. 

Got more time to learn about big industry topics? Try our primer 
on seven for the future

For example, building and improving 
your knowledge of some of the big music 
industry issues for the future – be they 
related to technology or high-potential 
markets.

With that in mind, the main feature in this 
Music Ally report takes seven such topics, 
offers our primer on why they’re important 
and some of the big questions around 
them, then provides a list of reports, 
articles and other resources for each, for 
home-browsing use.

In each case, we hope it builds (or 
refreshes) your base knowledge, while 
perhaps sparking your desire for further 
exploration. And if nothing else, they’ll be 
productive distractions from that seventh 
Zoom meeting of the day…

❱ Knowledge is power
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The first stage of the modern AI music industry was mainly 
focused on production or background music: YouTubers and 
corporate video-makers and mobile games developers using 
AI to quickly and cheaply create soundtracks. It was a proof 
of concept, but not world-shaking.

We’re in a much more interesting phase now. AI music 
systems might be digital collaborators for humans to work 
with, as Yacht and Holly Herndon showed in 2019. They 
might power apps that provide endless streams of mood-
music to help you concentrate, relax or sleep, as in the case 
of Endel and Mubert.

AI might be the engine that creates beats, loops and 
samples for humans to make tunes with, whether they’re 
professionals or rank amateurs – startup Popgun’s Splash 
Pro plug-in and Splash app target those two categories 
respectively.

And AI may, indeed, be the source of an additional flood of 
music onto the already-surging catalogues of streaming 
services, again with non-musicians getting involved, as they 
can using a platform like Boomy.

1. AI Music
Machines can create,  
but what will that  
mean for musicians?

One of the common questions around the field of AI music 
is whether machines can create music as good as the best 
human music. Perhaps we should also be asking something 
else: can they create music as bad as the worst human music?

Creating bad art is quite an important sign of creativity too: 
trying things (musical ideas in this case) that sound terrible. 
So, when you next hear a piece of AI-generated music that’s 
properly ear-offensive, it might just be the algorithmic 
equivalent of a bad night in the songwriting room or studio.

One key way to think about AI music is that it’s about scale: 
a decent AI can spit out a giant haystack of music, and within 
that haystack there’ll be sparkling needles. The big questions 
include how to find those needles – AIs still aren’t very good 
at that – and what they’ll be used for.

❱
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The legalities of training
When most people think about legal issues and AI music, it’s 
around the music itself. But in this interview, Reed Smith’s 
Sophie Goossens explains why the training of a music AI 
before that has plenty of potential pitfalls.
➜ musically.com/2019/11/27/legal-issues-training-musical-ais/

How Yacht made an album with AI
American band Yacht made their last album in collaboration 
with an AI system that they’d built and trained on their own 
music. Ars Technica’s interview with the band offers a good 
insight into how and why they did it.
➜ arstechnica.com/gaming/2019/08/yachts-chain...

Holly Herndon gives her thoughts
After a debate about AI music broke out on Twitter, Holly 
Herndon – who also built and trained an AI to collaborate 
with – offered some thoughtful views on what this 
technology means, and how it could benefit artists.
➜ twitter.com/hollyherndon/status/1199455651170263040?s=12

More on the legal issues
The Verge journalist Dani Deahl explored some of the 
other legal headaches and intriguing questions of AI music, 
eliciting the wonderful quote from one interviewee: “I won’t 
mince words. This is a total legal clusterfuck...”
➜ www.theverge.com/2019/4/17/18299563/ai-algorithm...

AI music’s can of worms
Deahl has been one of the journalists most engaged  
with AI music so far. In August 2019 she appeared on  
the Music Tectonics podcast to chat about some of the  
most interesting creative and ethical questions around  
the tech.
➜ www.musictectonics.com/podcast/...

All of these things are happening already, but they’re in their 
very early stages. That makes 2020 a good time for musicians 
and the music industry alike to be leaning in and prodding 
at every startup and tool that’s emerging, to see what it’s 
capable of now, and whether it has potential for the future.

Another common question that’s asked about AI music is 
whether it will ‘kill’ human musicians. What we don’t like 
about that is the way it puts humans in the passive role. 
Better, perhaps, to ask how humans are going to use AI tools 
to make new, different and (maybe even) better music in the 
future, setting these tools firmly into a lineage that includes 
synthesizers and drum machines.

❱ Build your knowledge: AI music

Music Ally’s coverage
Browse stories tagged ‘artificial intelligence’ in our online 
archives. In 2020 so far, we’ve written about startups like 
Loudly, Boomy, Symphonia and DeepJams, as well as the 
‘Travis Bott’ track an agency created using AI.
➜ musically.com/tag/artificial-intelligence/

AI’s on the Prize report
In November 2019, we published a report on AI music with 
a timeline of its modern history; a directory of startups 
exploring the technology; and analysis of key questions from 
legal issues to its place on streaming services.
➜ musically.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Report425...

The end game for AI music
The full version of an interview with AI-music startup 
Popgun’s CEO Stephen Phillips whose quotes were used 
in the report above. He outlines why he thinks the next big 
consumer app craze for kids might be AI music.
➜ musically.com/2019/12/06/end-game-ai-music-popgun/
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AI music at The Great Escape
There was a whole day of AI music panels at The Great 
Escape conference in May 2018, with a high point being the 
no-nonsense insight of Professor Margaret Boden, who’s 
been at work in this area for decades.
➜ musically.com/2018/05/18/there-will-be...

AI music at by:Larm
In March 2018, Music Ally ran a panel on AI music at the 
by:Larm festival in Oslo, with a sparky trio including Scott 
Cohen (then at The Orchard, now of WMG); Reed Smiths’ 
Sophie Goossens and songwriter Helienne Lindvall.
➜ musically.com/2018/03/01/ai-creating-music...

Jukedeck’s early ambitions
Jukedeck was the first AI music startup to make headlines, 
and it has since been acquired by Bytedance. This August 
2017 Music Ally interview with CEO Ed Newton-Rex is 
a reminder of what the company did, and how it saw the 
world.
➜ musically.com/2017/08/09/jukedeck-artificial...

‘The next big Napster moment’
Finally, in 2016 we ran an event with the BPI in London 
looking at AI music and its implications. Newton-Rex made 
the comparison to filesharing in terms of disruption: “I think 
that AI is probably going to be the same but a hundredfold…”
➜ musically.com/2016/11/24/ai-could-be...

Boomy talks AI music
Boomy is the US startup that doesn’t just let people create 
music with its AI: it lets them release it to streaming services 
like Spotify and Apple Music. We talked to CEO Alex 
Mitchell about what the implications might be.
➜ musically.com/2019/07/31/boomy-talks-ai-music...

Electronic AI music collabs
Another journalist who’s really leaned in to AI music is 
freelancer Cherie Hu. In June 2019 she wrote a piece for 
Resident Advisor on the electronic musicians (Herndon 
included) who were collaborating with AI.
➜ www.residentadvisor.net/features/3463

The State of AI report
Published in June 2019, this report doesn’t actually focus on 
music: it’s a big-picture summary over 136 slides of current 
AI developments and their implications. The music link: it 
was co-written by former Songkick CEO Ian Hogarth.
➜ www.slideshare.net/StateofAIReport/...

The Creativity Code
Oxford professor Marcus du Sautoy is the author of The 
Creativity Code: Art and Innovation in the Age of AI. This 
interview by The Verge is a good introduction to its key 
themes, and du Sautoy’s conclusions.
➜ www.theverge.com/2019/4/10/18303438/...

Slave to the ‘rithm?
Another Cherie Hu feature, looking in more detail at 
AI-music startup Endel’s deal with Warner Music Group, 
debunking some of the myths (no, it’s not ‘signed to the 
label’) and interviewing Endel’s CEO about what it means.
➜ www.getrevue.co/profile/cheriehu42/issues/...

Can he be Siri-ous?
Tom Gruber was the co-founder of Siri, the startup  
that Apple acquired in 2010 to use for its voice  
assistant. Now he’s co-founder and CTO of music startup 
LifeScore. We caught his speech on the company and its 
bigger picture.
➜ musically.com/2019/02/08/siri-tom-gruber...

AI music: better than you think
It’s more than a year old now, but this piece by Music Ally’s 
editor summarised the startups at work on AI music, as well 
as some of the debates (and controversies) emerging. It’s still 
a useful intro to the space.
➜ onezero.medium.com/music-created-by...

Music Ally’s AI music primer
As is the primer we published back in November 2018, 
which is similarly a roundup (in slides form for easier 
skimming) of the main companies at the time, as well as 
some of the early collaborations between artists and AI.
➜ musically.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/...
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The Future Trends: Data & Tech module  

on the Music Ally Learning Hub explores 

several new trends, including AI-created  

music, as well as VR and AR, and  

democratised music making.
➜ learn.musically.com/p/future-trends-data-tech

Learning link

learn   musically.com
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2. Smart speakers
‘Alexa, what do voice assistants  
and their devices mean for  
our industry?’

With music industry conferences nixed for much of 2020 – at 
least physically – we’re all getting a break from panel sessions 
big on ‘Alexa changed my life!’ bro-necdotes, and small on 
actual insight into what that means for our industry.

Because that’s the real question: if more and more people 
are going to be accessing music through smart speakers 
(or more accurately, through voice assistants on those and 
other devices), how does that change what kind of music 
they’re listening to; and how might it change the way we as an 
industry market our music. And no, it doesn’t mean everyone 
should change their artist or album names to ‘Christmas 
Music’ in December – even Mariah.

We do know some things. We know that shipments of smart 
speakers continue to grow: up by 70% in 2019 according 
to one of the research companies monitoring the figures. 
We know that Amazon is still the top dog in the west for 
shipments, but we also know that China has been the biggest 
individual market (dominated, unsurprisingly, by Chinese 
manufacturers) for about a year now.

In the west, we know that Alexa, Google Assistant and Siri 
have grown over time in their capabilities when it comes to 
music: able to parse a wider range of requests from listeners, 
including providing more context about artists and their 
music when asked. And we know that while artists and music 

companies can create the voice equivalent of apps – ‘skills’ 
in Amazon parlance – there’s still only a smattering of them 
available.

We’re learning more about this technology all the time. For 
example, Amazon Music’s recent launch of analytics for artists 
includes a tab telling them about voice requests for their 
music made through Alexa – a useful insight.

There are still plenty of unknowns though. Will anti-competition 
fears ensure streaming services who don’t also make smart 
speakers get equal access to the features of these devices? 

Will branded playlists be as important in a voice world as they 
have been for screen-based streaming thus far? And will the 
metadata that helps the voice assistants decide what music 
to serve up be created mainly by labels and distributors, or by 
the technology companies?

These and other issues remain to be fully understood, which 
is why now’s a good time to bone up on the basics of the smart 
speakers market so far and, if you have one or two to hand, 
to spend some time experimenting with different queries to 
gauge what they’re capable of.

❱ Build your knowledge: smart speakers

Music Ally’s coverage
Browse stories tagged ‘smart speakers’ in our online 
archives. That’s where you’ll find our reporting on the latest 
sales and market-share figures, as well as improvements to 
voice assistants; new device launches; industry opinions on 
this technology.
➜ musically.com/tag/smart-speakers/
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Strategy Analytics figures
Several research companies are monitoring smart speaker 
shipments. Strategy Analytics is one of them: its last report 
suggested that global sales grew by 70% in 2019 to 146.9m 
units, including 55.7m in the final quarter of the year.
➜ musically.com/2020/02/14/report-smart...

Canalys figures
Canalys is another research firm that regularly puts out 
estimates and forecasts on the smart speakers market. Its 
latest data, published in February, offered its own full-year 
2019 estimates (124.6m units and 60% growth) but stressed 
uncertainty for 2020 due to coronavirus.
➜ www.canalys.com/newsroom/-global-smart...

The Infinite Dial report
Edison Research and Triton Digital’s report The Infinite 
Dial is useful for a range of topics from social media and 
streaming to, yes, smart speakers. Focused on the US, this 
latest version offers figures for awareness and ownership of 
these devices.
➜ www.edisonresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/...

Smart Audio Report
If you want something more specific than The Infinite Dial, 
try NPR and Edison Research’s Smart Audio Report, which 
came out in January this year. It’s still US-focused, and has 
more information on how people are using smart speakers, 
as well as ownership.
➜ www.nationalpublicmedia.com/uploads/...

A sceptical take
The Penny Fractions email newsletter has a refreshingly 
sceptical take on many industry issues, and issue #121 
applied this to smart speakers, asking what the real value of 
voice technology is to the music industry, rather than just 
the hype.
➜ www.getrevue.co/profile/pennyfractions/issues/...

In-car voice study
In February this year, the Voicebot website published some 
results from its examination of in-car use of voice assistants 
in the US. With an estimated 130 million people using them, 
that’s “significantly higher” than smart speakers’ reach.
➜ voicebot.ai/2020/02/20/u-s-in-car-voice-assistant...

Kids Insights report
You’ll need to fill in a form for this free report, but it’s worth 
it: the latest study by research firm Kids Insights in the UK, 
looking at children’s use of technology. The interesting bit is 
on ‘Generation Speak’ and rapidly-growing access to smart 
speakers among kids.
➜ kidsinsights.com/futureforecast/

Racial disparities study
It can be easy to forget that voice assistants are still in 
their relatively early days. This study explored one of the 
current problems with the technology: seemingly built-
in racial disparities that see them make more mistakes 
understanding black people than white people.
➜ www.pnas.org/content/early/2020/03/17/1915768117
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The ethics of voice tech
The UK’s Centre for Data Ethics and Innovation published 
this report in September 2019, digging into some of the 
ethical issues around smart speakers and voice assistants 
– including data collection, use and privacy, as well as 
disruptive effects.
➜ assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/...

Next gen disruptors report
Published by investment firm Mangrove Capital Partners, 
this report looked at the wider potential uses for voice 
technology as “the gateway to the smart home and internet 
of things”. Music isn’t a focus, but it’s a good guide to how 
VCs see this space.
➜ docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/...

Alexa skills inspiration
Amazon has a section of its developer website devoted to 
interesting Alexa skills from a range of developers: from 
small startups to big media companies. Sony Pictures 
Television, Electronic Arts, Nickelodeon and HBO are among 
the latter examples.
➜ developer.amazon.com/en-US/alexa/...

Indie opinions on voice
Ahead of a Music Ally-moderated panel at 2019’s AIM 
Connected conference, we got opinions on smart speakers 
and streaming from a group of independent labels, as well 
as Amazon Music’s Ivy Taylor: with a focus on What It All 
Means.
➜ musically.com/2019/03/28/indies-amazon...

Consumer adoption report
Another study from Voicebot, this time from March  
2019, drilled down well into smart speaker ownership and 
usage, but also cast its net wider to explore voice assistant 
use on smartphones, and how people were discovering  
voice apps.
➜ voicebot.ai/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/...

Deloitte’s 2019 predictions
As strange as it can feel looking back at predictions from the 
last year or two – nobody saw a virus pandemic coming – 
Deloitte’s thoughts on smart speakers in 2019 are still well 
worth reading, from what will drive growth to what could 
slow it.
➜ www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/...

What about songwriters and publishers?
Journalist Cherie Hu zeroed in on a specific part of the 
music industry in her October 2018 article for Songtrust: 
what smart speakers and voice interfaces mean for the 
songwriting and publishing community – from lyrics search 
to the importance of sync.
➜ blog.songtrust.com/how-songwriters-and...

All about the music?
In September 2018, Nielsen published some findings from 
its MediaTech Trender Survey on how Americans were 
using smart speakers, and found that 90% were listening to 
music – well ahead of second-placed ‘searching for real-time 
information’ like weather or traffic.
➜ www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/article/...

Everybody’s Talkin’ report...
In March 2018, Music Ally teamed up with the BPI and ERA 
to publish a report on smart speakers and music. It was a 
good snapshot at the time of the key devices and market 
data, as well as the issues that main key talking points two 
years later.
➜ musically.com/wp-content/uploads/...

...And its event
The BPI/ERA report was accompanied by an event in 
London, where we got tech and music experts to opine on 
what smart speakers would mean for our industry. Again, 
many of their conclusions are just as applicable to 2020 as 
they were two years ago.
➜ musically.com/2018/03/21/smart-speakers-imwpact-music/

The Voice: Smart Speakers module on  

the Music Ally Learning Hub explores  

voice interaction, the development of  

smart speakers, and the importance of  

both to the music business.

➜ learn.musically.com/p/voice-smart-speakers

Learning link
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3. Podcasts
Spotify’s big bet on the  
future of audio has plenty  
of implications to chew on

Spotify CEO Daniel Ek has made it clear that he expects 

more than 20% of all listening on Spotify to eventually 

be ‘non-music content’, and podcasts are the first area 

that his company has aggressively expanded into to make 

that happen. Cue hundreds of millions of dollars spent on 

acquisitions; a large and growing slate of original shows; and 

increasing prominence for podcasts on Spotify’s service.

Cue also: grumbling behind the scenes (and often in public 

too) from some executives in the music industry, who see 

ulterior motives in Spotify’s big podcasts push. Is it part of a 

nefarious plan to deprioritise music on the platform, and thus 

shrink the royalties paid out to rightsholders? 

Or, to voice Spotify’s view, is it part of a positive masterplan 

to get even more people listening to Spotify; subscribing to it; 

and thus a.) streaming more music too, and b.) boosting those 

royalties because more subscribers mean bigger payouts?

Without a time machine to fast-forward five years, judging 

those contrasting views is tough. But we can spend more time 

thinking about what the music industry can do with podcasts 

now, and putting those thoughts into at-least experimental 

action.

For major labels, that’s meant forging partnerships with 

podcast experts – UMG teamed with production firm 

Wondery while Sony Music has created a series of joint 

ventures and deals – or building up podcast production 

expertise in-house, as WMG’s Atlantic Records has done.

For artists of all sizes, that’s meant exploring the potential for 

making their own podcasts. The barriers are extremely low: a 

decent microphone isn’t too expensive, and there are several 

good free tools for recording – and in any case, artists may be 

more likely to have kit and know their way around recording 

software from their music careers.

There are opportunities for artists to guest on established 

podcasts (uncomplicated) and to get their music onto shows 

as a sync opportunity (sadly, very much complicated). The 

latter challenge is something our industry will benefit from 

addressing: figuring out a fair, simple system of licensing 

music for podcasts could create a useful new revenue stream.

❱
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What we shouldn’t forget is that while podcasting goes back 
to the early 2000s, as an industry, it’s still far from mature: the 
formats and business models are evolving rapidly, with Spotify’s 
splashy entrance into the market shaking things up even more. 
That’s why this is a good time to be studying the current market 
trends, and the various predictions about how it may change.

❱ Build your knowledge: Podcasts

Music Ally’s coverage
Browse stories tagged ‘podcasts’ in our online archives. 
We regularly write about podcast market data; the latest 
announcements and acquisitions by Spotify and other DSPs; 
and the launch of new music-focused podcasts that may be 
of interest.
➜ musically.com/tag/podcasts/

The best music podcasts
Caveat: the best music podcasts when Music Ally published 
this piece in June 2019, because a bunch more have 
launched since. But this was our attempt to identify and 
categorise the best shows out there: a good place to start for 
research while social distancing.
➜ musically.com/2019/06/14/best-music-podcasts-2019/

Pod Only Knows report
That directory came from a larger report that we produced 
in partnership with the BPI, exploring ‘what’s next for 
music and podcasts?’ It rounded up the latest market data; 
explained how business models worked; surveyed the music 
industry; and offered our key takeaways.
➜ musically.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/...

‘Rights are a disaster!’
It’s a negative headline, but that was the most memorable 
soundbite from the event that we put on with the BPI to 

launch the report. Our coverage of the panel session will 
bring you up to speed with some of the challenges facing the 
music and podcasts crossover.
➜ musically.com/2019/06/14/music-podcasts-rights-disaster/

The global podcast charts
Analytics firm Chartable publishes a weekly top 200 
rankings for podcasts, as well as a separate ‘trending’ chart. 
You can also dig down by genre and country. Limits include 
no Spotify originals, so it’s a measure of activity off that 
platform. It’s still interesting though.
➜ chartable.com/charts/chartable

Spotify and Apple compared
“Spotify AND Apple lead podcasts – it’s all down to how you 
measure it,” was Midia Research’s verdict after trying to 
figure out which company was top dog in Q4 2019. Its post 
offers its findings, and a sense of why it can still be tough 
measuring this market.
➜ www.midiaresearch.com/blog/spotify...

The Infinite Dial report
It’s good for smart speakers, as we’ve explained, but Edison 
Research and Triton Digital’s The Infinite Dial report also has 
some useful data on podcasts in the US. Its latest reckons 
104 million Americans listen to podcasts on a monthly basis, 
and 68 million do so weekly.
➜ www.edisonresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/...

Hot Pod News predictions
Actually, if you need a great source on the podcast industry, 
Hot Pod News’ entire site is required reading. Its post 
offering predictions for 2020 is a very good guide to the 
current state of the market, and issues ranging from Apple v 
Spotify to alternative business models.
➜ hotpodnews.com/2020-year-in-preview/
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The Spoken Word Audio Report
Another pie with Edison Research’s finger in it: the Spoken 
Word Audio Report is a partnership with radio firm NPR, 
and presents research on how Americans are listening to 
podcasts, as well as other spoken-word media like talk radio 
and audiobooks.
➜ www.nationalpublicmedia.com/insights/...

The Podcast Consumer report
And another Edison Research publication: this time drawing 
out more information on who the (American) podcast 
listener is; why they listen (and why non-listeners don’t); 
what their demographics are; and what podcast topics 
they’re interested in – a table topped by… music!
➜ www.edisonresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/...

Festivus, for the Rest of Us
Another Hot Pod News deep dive: this time presenting the 
results of a simple one-question survey of the podcasting 
industry: ‘What are you most frustrated by?’. The answers 
yield plenty of information – and fuel for anyone thinking 
about how Spotify and Pandora could shake up the industry.
➜ hotpodnews.com/festivus-for-the-rest-of-us/

Magna’s Podcasting Report
Research firm Magna put out its own ‘The Podcasting 
Report’ in July 2019, and while it covers some of the same 
ground as Edison Research’s work, that’s a good thing: 
parsing multiple reports and figuring out how they differ or 
match is a good way to understand the market.
➜ s3.amazonaws.com/media.mediapost.com/...

Podcast Download – Spring 2019 report
With that in mind… here’s another report! This time from 
radio group Westwood One and research firm Audience 
Insights. Based on a survey in March 2019, it digs in to the 
podcast consumption habits of more than 1,400 monthly 
active listeners.
➜ www.westwoodone.com/2019/07/15/...

Investing in the Podcast System
It’s often useful to know how venture capital firms are 
thinking about a new, buzzy area. Andreessen Horowitz 
published a long piece in May 2019: a “market map” 
overview to guide its approach to startups. It draws together 
a lot of information in one place.
➜ a16z.com/2019/05/23/podcast-ecosystem-investing-2019/

IAB Podcast Ad Revenue Study
Show us the money! Or to be specific, show us how the 
podcasters make their money. Ad-industry body the 
Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) worked with PwC 
on this June 2019 report, breaking down podcast money-
making in 2018, as well as providing some topline stats.
➜ www.iab.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/...

Podcasts and Music: Opportunities
Our writeup of another Music Ally-organised panel, this 
one at our Sandbox Summit NY conference in May 2019. 
It included input from Atlantic’s Tom Mullen, a veteran 
podcaster himself, who’s put a lot of thought into how the 
format could be used by labels.
➜ musically.com/2019/05/23/podcasts-music...

Why Musicians are Starting Podcasts
A good look at the trend of artist-hosted podcasts, framed as 
“direct-to-fan storytelling” where “the artists are becoming 
the media”. For example, I’m In The Band’s Allison Wolfe 
explaining: “We have to be telling our own stories and 
creating our own canon”.
➜ bellocollective.com/why-musicians-are-starting...

Saving Spotify (From the Future)
David Bekic isn’t really from the future, but he is from 
Spotify’s native Sweden. This long piece on Medium looked 
at some of the problems in the podcasts space, and used 
them to offer eight things Spotify should think about when 
building ‘the future audio platform’.
➜ medium.com/hackernoon/ive-come-from...

Closing the Gender Gap
Another Edison Research report, but this one hyper-focused 
on one challenge in podcasting: making it less of a white-
male-dominated market. It’s a useful breakdown of listener 
stats by gender and race/ethnicity, and pointing to some of 
the reasons why this is the case.
➜ www.edisonresearch.com/wp-content/uploads/...

State of Podcasts 2018
21 months is a long time in the current podcasts market, but 
this review of a podcasts industry conference in July 2018 is 
still a very good read, again outlining some of the problems 
in the market that Spotify and Pandora have since set their 
sights on tackling.
➜ hackernoon.com/state-of-podcasts-2018...

The Podcast & Music: Opportunities for 

Artists and Labels module on the Music Ally 

Learning Hub looks at the state of the current 

podcast landscape, and why the music industry 

needs to pay attention.

➜ learn.musically.com/p/podcasts-music

Learning link
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4. India
YouTube and film-music  
dominate, but there is  
potential for growth around them

India is an exciting music market, both in terms 
of its potential scale, and some of the ways 
its evolving music industry and streaming 
ecosystem differ from the big music markets 
elsewhere in the world.

By February 2020, there were thought to be 
around 200 million people streaming music 
in India, but barely 1% of them – around 
two million – were paying for a streaming 
subscription. It’s also a country with several 
large streaming services of its own like Gaana, 
JioSaavn and Wynk Music, but also with global 
players like Spotify, Apple Music and Amazon 
Music in play.

And YouTube, of course. Any reports and 
discussion of the market shares of the various 
audio streaming services in India is undercut by 
the knowledge that YouTube is genuinely massive 
there. A year ago Google’s video service had 265 million monthly 
active users in India, and it’s surely grown since.

YouTube is the top music service by far, then, and what’s 
biggest on YouTube is film music – avoid using the term 
‘Bollywood’ as that’s just one (albeit the largest) of India’s 
multiple film industries. The top Indian artists do huge 
amounts of views: music with one of the top stars, Alka 
Yagnik, did 15.2bn views in the last year for example.

That music is rarely put out through these artists’ own 
channels though: instead it’s companies like T-Series which 
are the front-and-centre brands – after a famous battle with 
gamer PewDiePie to become YouTube’s most-subscribed-
to channel, T-Series now has 134 million subscribers, while 
PewDiePie is stuck back on 103 million.

Understanding what’s happening in India means going 
beyond film music though. There’s a thriving independent 
scene emerging, particularly around hip-hop, with artists 
who are working outside the traditional power brokers of 
the industry there.

Well, talking of power brokers… the global majors are all very 
keen on India, bolstering their presences and, in UMG’s case, 
launching a brand new label with the flagship signing of one of 
those previously-independent hip-hop stars, Divine.

The fact that global giants like Spotify and UMG won’t just be 
able to steam in and dominate India in the short term is one  

of the most interesting aspects of the market. Our resources 
on the following page will help you to grasp some of the 
others too.

❱ Build your knowledge: India

Music Ally’s coverage
Browse stories tagged ‘India’ in our online archives. We’ve 
been keeping on top of trends from the YouTube charts to 
the growth of local services like Gaana and JioSaavn, and 
the launch of Bytedance’s Resso – plus wider trends in the 
market.
➜ musically.com/tag/india

India Country Profiles
India is one of the markets that we’ve explored several times 
in our Country Profiles series of research articles. The last 
one is from 2018, although since then we’ve published a 
series of individual pieces on aspects of the market too, 
which are linked to below.
➜ musically.com/countries/india/

Film Music’s Dominance Fading?
Like this one! Written by Indian journalist Amit  
Gurbaxani in November 2019, it looked at the rise of 
independent (or ‘non-film’) music in India, and asked  
industry experts whether that meant film music was  
losing its dominance. The answer wasn’t a simple yes  
or no...
➜ musically.com/2019/11/05/bollywood... 
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YouTube Artists Chart
To get a sense of just how big YouTube is in India, it’s 
always worth checking out the service’s latest charts from 
the country. In a single week in late March, the top five 
artists’ music was used in videos generating 815m views 
collectively, for example.
➜ charts.youtube.com/charts/TopArtists/in

YouTube’s India Opportunity
As a complement to those charts, try the report Music Ally 
published in May 2019, with a deeper look at YouTube’s 
evolution in India – complete with interviews with the 
company’s head of music content partnerships for India and 
south Asia Pawan Agarwal, and global music head Lyor Cohen.
➜ musically.com/wp-content/uploads/...

Behind Naezy’s Campaign
A recent issue of our Sandbox digital marketing report 
devoted its Behind The Campaign section to hip-hop star 
Naezy, and how his team at BGBNG helped him to build his 
audience on digital platforms, while using cricket and soap 
operas to infiltrate the mainstream.
➜ musically.com/wp-content/uploads/...

Streaming Market Shares
For a quick glimpse at the dynamics of the Indian streaming 
market, read our recent article about a report by research 
firms Kantar and Vtion, based on a survey in India. It pegs 
Gaana as the biggest DSP with a 30% market share of 
listening, ahead of JioSaavn’s 24%.
➜ musically.com/2020/02/25/independent...

India’s Digital Future report
Published in August 2019 by consultancy firm KPMG, this 
report portrayed India as a “mass of niches”. Music was one 
of its main sections alongside films, TV, gaming, radio and 
other media, so it’s a good overview of some of the bigger 
trends affecting all these sectors.
➜ assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/in/pdf/...

Economic Impact study
Deloitte and Indian music industry body IMI got together 
for this September 2019 report analysing the economic 
impact of the recorded music industry in India. It’s an 
excellent primer on how the industry is structured, and how 
it currently makes its money.
➜ www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/...

All About Music 2019
In August 2019, Amit Gurbaxani wrote Music Ally a two-
piece report on the All About Music conference in Mumbai, 
which has become a key event for the local industry (and 
interested global observers) to discuss the big market trends 
and challenges.
➜ musically.com/2019/08/30/new-music...

Resso First Test
TikTok is huge in India, and its parent company Bytedance 
has made India a lead market for its new Resso streaming 
service. In December, Gurbaxani gave the (then in beta) 
service a playtest, analysing what it did well, and how it 
compared to existing competitors.
➜ musically.com/2019/12/19/weve-tested...

Music Inc 2019
Another popular industry conference in India is Music 
Inc, which was last held in June 2019. In this report, Amit 
explained the key talking points from the conference, from 
film music to listening trends among Indian streamers, as 
well as the growth of regional music.
➜ www.firstpost.com/entertainment/the-best...

Divine Comes to Midem
Midem 2019 was lucky 
enough to attract Indian 
hip-hop star Divine for a 
panel session talking about 
his career, and the rising 
independent scene in India. 
We were in the front row, 
diligently noting how he 
built his career, and what he 
thought about the industry’s 
evolution.
➜ musically.com/2019/06/04/

gully-boy-divine-hip-hop-

india/

 
India’s Mainstream Pop panel
Not an article but a video: the full ‘Why is Bollywood Music 
India’s Mainstream Pop?’ panel from Midem 2019, featuring 
top lawyer Priyanka Khimani and talent guru Tarsame Mittal 
discussing the trends in the market, and the backdrop of the 
streaming landscape in India.
➜ www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zAUSqIDHgo
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Tips-Wynk Analysis
You may know about Spotify’s licensing dispute with 
publisher Warner-Chappell in India last year, but just as 
important was a legal battle between another DSP, Wynk 
Music, and record label Tips Industries. This analysis 
(another Amit piece) explained what it all meant.
➜ www.firstpost.com/entertainment/...

Spotify India Interview
Meanwhile, Spotify India MD Amarjit Singh Batra talked to 
Gurbaxani for a Music Ally feature in May 2019, explaining 
how the streaming service was approaching the market. 
The article also included input from industry figures in India, 
assessing its prospects.
➜ musically.com/2019/05/16/spotify-in-india...

Indian Market Stats
The launch of this year’s IFPI Global Music Report remains 
postponed at the time of writing. However, the 2019 edition 
did have plenty of figures on India, and industry body 
IMI published some of them itself: breaking down India’s 
position as the 15th biggest recorded music market.
➜ musically.com/2019/04/03/streaming...

Why India Matters to Spotify
As Spotify went live in India, Midia Research’s Mark Mulligan 
offered up his analysis of ‘Why India matters to Spotify, and 
why it may not deliver. It was an even-handed assessment of 
Spotify’s strategy in launching there, and the challenges that 
it faced to succeed.
➜ www.midiaresearch.com/blog/why-india-matters...

How Gaana Reached the Top
Another Amit Gurbaxani analysis for Music Ally, this looked 
at India’s top audio-streaming service Gaana, and how it 
became top dog in the country. Again, input came from 
the company itself as well as industry figures who’ve been 
closely involved in its rise.
➜ musically.com/2019/01/08/how-gaana...

Vision 2022 report
India may have been the world’s 15th biggest recorded 
music market in 2018, but the industry there has its sights 
set on cracking the top 10 by 2022. This report, issued 
after the Indian Music Convention 2018, offered plenty of 
perspectives on how the country might get there.
➜ www.medianama.com/wp-content/uploads/...

T-Series Reshaping Global Culture
Another Mark Mulligan piece: this time, Midia Research’s 
boss anticipated the moment where T-Series would overtake 
PewDiePie, and used it as a lens to focus on the wider global 
music market: “Large, engaged local audiences can shape 
global trends…”
➜ www.midiaresearch.com/blog/now-the-biggest...

India Music 360 report
If your appetite for research reports on India hasn’t been 
quenched by the examples above, try Nielsen’s India Music 
360 paper from late 2018. It broke down the market, but 
also did a good job of explaining why music is so central to 
many Indian people’s lives.
➜ www.nielsen.com/in/en/insights/report/...

The Rise of Indian Hip-Hop
Amit’s first article for Music Ally was one of the  
earlier pieces published by western industry media  
on the burgeoning independent hip-hop scene in India, 
explaining why Divine and Naezy – and the then- 
upcoming ‘Gully Boy’ film – were poised to make a 
mainstream splash.
➜ musically.com/2018/09/06/indian-hip-hop...

NY:LON Explores India
At Music Ally and Music Biz’s NY:LON Connect conference 
in New York in March 2018, we included a panel on trends in 
the Indian market. From diving mobile data prices to dodgy 
contracts and regional listening, many of the mentioned 
trends are relevant today.
➜ musically.com/2018/03/12/india-music-trends...

Awaken the Sleeping Giant
In September 2017, Music Ally was invited to the first All 
About Music conference, and spoke to a number of the 
speakers to get an early glimpse at the key themes around 
the market’s development – including its similarities and 
differences to another potential giant, China.
➜ musically.com/2017/12/22/india-sleeping-giant...

And More Giant-Awakening
The ‘sleeping giant’ phrase was certainly in vogue in late 
2017. This article by Cherie Hu looked at the awakening 
process, from the surprising youth of India’s radio industry 
to the only-nascent understanding of long-term copyright 
ownership as a concept.
➜ www.forbes.com/sites/cheriehu/2017/09/23/...

The Future Trends: Music Business module 

on the Music Ally Learning Hub includes a 

section on the increasingly globalised nature 

of the music industry, and its newest high-

potential markets.

Learning link

learn   musically.com
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5. China
Can a massive (now) legal  
market for streaming start  
to convert more listeners?

A decade ago, Music Ally was writing about China as a 
truly problematic market for digital music, on account of 
the plethora of search engines pointing to free, entirely 
unlicensed music downloads.

Since then, things have changed a lot – to some extent. In 
2019 Music Ally opened an office in Shanghai with our local 
partners Kanjian Music to help us understand this massive, 
dynamic and complex market. And the biggest change has 
been driven by the Chinese government which clamped down 
on the unlicensed music, and almost overnight, a legal music 
streaming market sprang into being.

That has created one giant, Tencent Music, which had 644 
million monthly active users of its three streaming services at 
the end of 2019, as well as other large services like NetEase 
Cloud Music (more than 600 million registered users by mid-
2019) and Huawei Music (focused on that company’s range of 
devices, with 160 million active users globally by March 2020).

Squashing piracy was welcomed by music rightsholders, and 
the Chinese recorded music market has been growing – from 
$97.7m in 2014 to $531.3m in 2018 according to the IFPI, 
with streaming accounting for just under 90% of the latter.

In 2018, China was the seventh biggest recorded music 
market in the world, and the fourth biggest for streaming. 
It’s a position that was near unimaginable in the heyday of 
the MP3 search engines, but rightsholders are keen for the 

Chinese market to push on now, and convert more of those 
now-legal free listeners into paying subscribers.
Tencent Music’s last financial results offered some useful 
data on the current situation. Out of those 644 million active 
users of its online music services, 39.9 million were paying. 
Note, this isn’t just subscriptions, one facet of the Chinese 
market is the way DSPs also sell digital music to their 
customers a la carte.

That’s a conversion rate of 6.2%, which is up from 4.2% at the 
end of 2018, but still a long way from the kind of percentages 
we’re seeing from the western streaming services. Spotify, 
for example, ended 2019 with 45.8% of its 271 million active 
listeners on its premium tier.

Tencent Music (now as a public company), NetEase  
Cloud Music, Huawei and others are putting plenty of energy 
into developing their services and persuading listeners to pay; 
the Chinese music industry ecosystem continues to evolve; and 
the big labels from other parts of the world (not just the three 
global majors, but the huge Japanese and South Korean firms 
too) are setting their sights on China too.

Hit first by the coronavirus pandemic, China may also be one 
of the first countries to begin rebuilding business life, music 
included. Without jumping the gun on that, 2020 may yet see 
big strides made in this increasingly-important music market.

❱ Build your knowledge: China

Music Ally’s coverage
Browse stories tagged ‘china’ in our online archives: from 
Tencent Music’s financials and case studies of artists doing 
well on NetEase Cloud Music through to label strategies and 
other information on how China’s music market is developing.
➜ musically.com/tag/china

❱
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China Country Profiles
China is another market that we’ve covered regularly in our 
series of subscriber-only Country Profiles, most recently in 
February 2019 – you may not be surprised that our plans to 
follow up a year later have been postponed for a bit – with 
profiles running back to 2016.
➜ musically.com/countries/china/

Music Ally China
If you’re in China itself, we’d like to remind you that Music 
Ally China launched in June 2019, as a partnership with 
Chinese music services company Kanjian Music. We’re 
publishing news, strategy and advice on the WeChat and 
Weibo social platforms.
➜ musically.com/cn/

China’s music/tech landscape
Kanjian’s co-founder Xiaoman Zou was one of the key 
speakers at the NY:LON Connect conference in January, 
talking about some of the artist-success case studies, as 
well as the way China “basically lives inside WeChat now” – 
music industry relationships included.
➜ musically.com/2020/01/20/musics-global...

Tencent Music’s IPO Filing
When Tencent Music filed to go public in October 2018, we 
spent a significant amount of time reading the company’s 
prospectus, then pulling out what we learned about the 

company’s business – karaoke included – and its industry 
relationships. It’s still a useful primer.
➜ musically.com/2018/10/03/10-things-we...

Midia Also Digs In
Midia Research boss Mark Mulligan did the same  
thing, with one key finding: “TME isn’t really a music 
company or investment opportunity, but is instead a  
series of social entertainment platforms, of which  
music – and much of it not even streaming music – is  
one minor part.”
➜ https://www.midiaresearch.com/blog...

NetEase Midem keynote
In June 2019, Music Ally editor Stuart Dredge interviewed 
NetEase Cloud Music’s Mathew Daniel for a Midem keynote. 
Our writeup of the session has plenty of Daniel’s thoughts 
on China as a music market, and what western artists and 
music firms can do to make the most of it.
➜ musically.com/2019/06/10/neteases...

Soundcharts Examines China
Analytics firm Soundcharts has quietly built up a decent 
archive of long-form blog posts exploring specific topics and 
markets. Its China focus looks at the structure of the live, 
recording and publishing industries there, as well as the 
future for the recordings business.
➜ soundcharts.com/blog/music-market-focus-china-part-1
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A Future Top-Three Market?
We mentioned China’s status as the world’s seventh biggest 
recorded music market in 2018 in the introduction to this 
section. In late 2018, Warner Music Asia boss Simon Robson 
told us why China can be even bigger than that: a top three 
market potentially in ‘less than five years’.
➜ musically.com/2018/12/18/warner-music-china...

China’s Music Potential
Although it’s nearly two years old, our writeup of a day’s 
worth of China-focused talks and panels at The Great 
Escape conference still has lots of useful information for 
anyone getting their head around the market: from IFPI data 
to Mathew Daniel (again!) offering his views.
➜ musically.com/2018/05/22/chinas-music...

Beggars Group Strategy Dive
By April 2018, China was a bigger market for independent 
label Beggars Group than Japan. In an interview, the 
company’s director of digital Simon Wheeler explained to us 
exactly how that happened: it was far from an accident, but 
rather a patient, long-term strategy.
➜ musically.com/2018/04/05/beggars-group-china...

Bytedance Background
Many people outside China hadn’t heard of Bytedance until 
it acquired buzzy music app Musical.ly, then merged it with 
TikTok. This article by The Verge does a good job of filling 
you in on Bytedance’s background, and how it grew to its 
current (large) size.
➜ www.theverge.com/2018/11/30/18107732/bytedance...

The next TikTok?
Before TikTok was a global hit, its Chinese parent version 
Douyin was already huge in its homeland. So, in July last year 
Music Ally commissioned Jennifer Li from Kanjian to write 
us a piece about 10 of the newer short-form apps gaining 
popularity in China at that time.
➜ musically.com/2019/07/31/next-tiktok...

Chinese Hip-Hop Midem Panel
One of the more interesting panels at Midem 2019 looked 
at the evolution of the hip-hop scene in China. Moderated 
by Outdustry CEO Ed Peto, it featured Reggie Ba-Pe from 
Club Media and Rita Fan from RADII, offering 46 minutes of 
insight into a rarely talked about (in the west) topic.
➜ www.youtube.com/watch?v=fi01vS5_LZo

A tangled licensing tale
China may now have legal streaming services, but the 
landscape can still be… complex for individual musicians. 
This long tweet-thread by composer Kerry Muzzey in 
January outlines a tale of his music being used in China 
without permission – and how he tackled it. 
➜ twitter.com/kerrymuzzey/status/1215314012499394560

From Denmark to China
Artist Christopher hails from Denmark, but achieved 
popularity in China through a mixture of clever digital 
strategy by his label, and a willingness to go there regularly 
and feed the appetite of fans, DSPs and social media services 
alike. This Midem panel explained how he did it.
➜ musically.com/2017/06/07/wmg-christopher...

Andy Ng Talks Tencent
There was a definable moment when many people in the 
west realised the scale of China’s legal streaming business: 
it was when Tencent Music VP Andy Ng told a Midem 
audience that his company had 600 million monthly 
listeners. We reported on his keynote at length.
➜ musically.com/2017/06/06/tencent-music...

The China / India Crossroad
Music Ally’s report focusing on India in June 2017 offered 
some early takes on the themes explored in many of the 
later sources listed here: from problems around metadata 
and reporting to opportunities for western artists willing to 
make China a strategic priority.
➜ musically.com/wp-content/uploads/...

Chinese Music Piracy: A History
Outdustry has become one of the key conduits between 
the western and Chinese music industries. Back in 2014, it 
published an extract from a paper on music piracy in China 
by the University of Oregon’s Eric Priest. It’s really handy 
background for the current streaming boom.
➜ blog.outdustry.com/whack-a-mole...

The Sleeping Giant
It turned out that ‘sleeping giant’ wasn’t just a metaphor 
used for India. Outdustry’s Ed Peto woke a lot of people up 
to China’s potential in his keynote at our NY:LON Connect 
conference in January 2017. We reported on his speech in 
full, with plenty of stats and insight.
➜ musically.com/2017/01/25/how-sleeping-giant-china...

The Promoting Your Music in China: 

Beginner’s Guide to China’s Music Market 

on the Music Ally Learning Hub is the first in 

a series of modules focusing on how to launch 

an artist’s career in China.
➜ learn.musically.com/p/promoting-your-music-

in-china
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6. User-centric payments
They feel fairer, but ditching  
the pro-rata system has lots  
of hurdles in store

Stay with us: we’re aware that ‘I’m going to spend the 

afternoon educating myself about user-centric streaming 

payouts’ is not necessarily The Dream when it comes to 

homeworkinwg. That said, for those readers who have 

children, its appeal may outweigh trying to teach.

Enough flippancy though: the topic of user-centric payouts is 

one that’s going to keep popping up, and many people are still 

talking about it from a position of gut feeling – that it’s a fairer 

way to distribute streaming royalties – rather than a deep 

knowledge of the model and its implications.

The good news: now is a good time to gen up on this topic, as 

there’s a relatively limited pool of articles and studies that 

you need to read to get a handle on it. And that handle might 

just end up being this: that there are still lots of unanswered 

questions around user-centric payouts.

But let’s not get ahead of ourselves: if you’re new to the 

idea, user-centric payouts are a different way of distributing 

streaming royalties to the current ‘pro-rata’ system.

At its simplest level of explanation, that’s where the royalties 

pool a streaming service has available in a certain territory for 

a certain period is divided up according to share of streams. 

If an artist (Drake, say) got 2% of the streams in that period, 

then his rightsholders get 2% of the royalties pool. But what 

that also means is essentially 2% of the royalties generated by 

every individual subscriber are going to Drake’s music, even if 

they didn’t listen to him at all.

User-centric is – and you may want to have smelling salts to 

hand for this revelation – more centred on users. For each 

listener, the royalties portion of their subscription is divided 

only among the rightsholders of the artists they listen to. If 

they’re a hardcore metaller, folk or classical fan, that’s where 

the royalties go. If they only listen to Drake, his music secures 

100% of the loot.

User-centric feels fairer: YOUR money goes to the artists 

YOU like. Does that mean smaller artists make more 

money and big artists make less? That major labels lose 

out to independent labels? That’s what some of the studies 

highlighted over the next page have tried to understand (and 

in summary: it’s not always clear).

The biggest question though, regardless of all this, is whether 

user-centric will ever happen: whether labels, publishers, 

collecting societies and streaming services can come together 

and agree that it’s the way forward, and switch en masse.

❱
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❱ Build your knowledge:  
   User-centric payments

Music Ally’s coverage
Browse stories tagged ‘user-centric’ in our online archives. 
It’s one of the best resources collecting stories on this new 
model and the attitudes towards this in one place, from 
research studies to what industry figures have been saying 
about it.
➜ musically.com/tag/user-centric

Deezer Plants Its Flag
Of the major DSPs, Deezer has been the keenest to back the 
idea of user-centric payouts. In September 2019 it talked to 
Music Ally about why it likes the model; what its modelling 
suggests the impact would be; and outlined its desire to 
launch a test in its native France with labels.
➜ musically.com/2019/09/11/deezer-steps-up...

 
Deezer UCPS Website
The website that Deezer launched in September does a good 
job of summarising what the user-centric payment system 
is, and the reasoning behind the company’s backing of the 
model. It also has a list of supportive partners – although no 
major labels are to be found on it yet.
➜ www.deezer.com/ucps

Midem Keynote in 2017
Going back a bit, Deezer’s CEO Hans-Holger Albrecht was 
interviewed by Music Ally’s Stuart Dredge for his Midem 
keynote in 2017, and he talked user-centric. “We did a 

calculation and this is better for mid-sized artists, smaller 
artists and upcoming artists…”
➜ musically.com/2017/06/08/deezer-hans-holger...

Finnish User-Centric Study
The most comprehensive recent study of what user-centric 
payouts would mean for artists and labels was run by 
the Finnish Musicians’ Union, based on data provided by 
Spotify. It’s a good starting point for getting to grips with the 
intricacies of what shifting to the model would do.
➜ www.muusikkojenliitto.fi/usercentric/

The Follow-Up Panel
The Finnish MU’s Lottaliina Pokkinen appeared on a panel 
at the by:Larm conference in March 2018 to talk about the 
study with a group of Nordic industry executives. It was a 
helpful discussion from people in the region that’s thought 
most about this, so we reported on it at length.
➜ musically.com/2018/03/02/user-centric-licensing...

Norwegian Study from 2014
It’s also important to know that there have been studies 
of this in the past. In March 2014, Arnt Maasø from the 
University Oslo used data from Tidal’s forerunner WiMP 
Music to explore who the winners and losers would be from 
a switch to user-centric payouts.
➜ www.hf.uio.no/imv/forskning/prosjekter/...

 
Danish Study from 2014
Before it got bought by Jay-Z, WiMP was the streaming 
service at the forefront of research into the user-centric 
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model. This study by Rasmus Rex Pedersen from Roskilde 
University was also published in 2014, and like Maasø’s was 
based on data from WiMP.
➜ rucforsk.ruc.dk/ws/files/55002316/Analysis_Music...

Creator Support Idea
In April 2019, Midia Research’s Mark Mulligan took a new 
spin on the user-centric model, mooting a system called 
‘creator support’ under which each Spotify subscriber would 
‘support’ up to two favourite artists, who’d always get 1% of 
the label royalties derived from that subscriber – 100% of 
which would be paid to the artist.
➜ www.midiaresearch.com/blog/creator-support...

Midia’s 2015 Test
In July 2015, Mulligan sparked a bit of a debate with a blog 
post about user-centric payouts. He presented Midia’s own 
modelling of how the system might work, but also made his 
Excel spreadsheet available for people to fiddle with. The 
spreadsheet download link still works.
➜ musicindustryblog.wordpress.com/2015/07/31/...

The Ethical Pool Idea
Industry lawyer Chris Castle had his own spin on the user-
centric idea in October 2018, when he suggested an “ethical 
pool solution”. It was essentially user-centric, but with fans 
given the choice (when signing up) to opt in to the model, 
which could thus live side-by-side with the existing pro-rata 
system.
➜ musictech.solutions/2018/10/02/arithmetic...

Potential Scam-Buster?
One of the benefits of user-centric payouts is the system’s 
ability to foil the so-called ‘Bulgarian Scam’ (a warehouse 
full of devices streaming songs uploaded by the scammer). 
If only that scammer’s accounts generated royalties for 
the tracks, it wouldn’t be profitable. MMF boss Annabella 
Coldrick explained why in this article.
➜ medium.com/@AnnabellaCF/the-great-big-spotify...

 
Because Music Views
Another backer of the user-centric model is Emmanuel de 
Buretel, boss of Because Music. In July 2019 he explained to 
Les Echos why. “Some services may like to say it won’t make 
too much difference, but that does not matter as much as 
being able to tell artists, ‘This system is fair, and this is how it 
works…’”
➜ www.musicbusinessworldwide.com/...

 
UCPS at The Great Escape
In May 2019, user-centric payouts got an entire panel to 
themselves at The Great Escape conference. We reported 
on it, including the revelation (from Ivors Academy chair 
Crispin Hunt) that Apple Music had kicked the tyres of the 
model internally, to understand its effects.
➜ musically.com/2019/05/09/user-centric-streaming...

The False Promise of User-Centric?
The Penny Fractions newsletter cast a sceptical eye over 
the excitement around user-centric in October 2019. “This 
consumerist solution removes the responsibility to fairly 
compensate artists from record labels/streaming services 
and reassigns it to individual fans…”
➜ www.getrevue.co/profile/pennyfractions/issues/...

The Unintended Consequences
Former Spotify economics guru Will Page and collecting 
societies veteran David Safir published this paper on the 
potential intended AND unintended consequences of a 
switch to user-centric payouts. It’s hardcore – equations 
included – but may shed some extra light on the topic.
➜ www.serci.org/congress_documents/2019/...

 
Royalty Inequity Study
Joseph Dimont, then of the Hastings College of the Law at 
the University of California, wrote a report exploring what 
he called the ‘per-subscriber model’, and it was published in 
February 2018. It looked at the implications, and suggested 
how the model might be implemented.
➜ www.hastingslawjournal.org/...

The Flaw in the Big Pool
Artist and entrepreneur Sharky Laguana actually inspired 
Dumont to investigate this topic with his ‘Streaming  
Music is Ripping You Off’ blog post in August 2015,  
which did a good job of summarising the problems with  
the existing “big pool” system of paying out streaming 
royalties.
➜ medium.com/cuepoint/streaming-music...

 
Sacem’s Opinion on UCPS
Some people assume that collecting societies would be 
obstacles to a user-centric system being introduced. Some 
are supporters of the idea though, with varying degrees of 
caution. Our July 2017 interview with Sacem CEO Jean-
Noël Tronc, outlined his view of the idea.
➜ musically.com/2017/07/17/sacem-boss-youtube...

The Music Business 101: Copyright, 

Royalties and Collection module on the 

Music Ally Learning Hub explores the basics 

of copyright and how royalties are currently 

collected and paid out.
➜ learn.musically.com/p/music-business- 

101-bundle

Learning link
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7. Esports
Competitive gaming 
is having a moment 
(again) but what can 
music make of it?

On 22 March, the first 
‘eNASCAR’ race was televised 
on Fox Sports in the US, with 
professional drivers pitting 
their wits against one another on a virtual game-track. On 
29 March, Fox Sports aired its first tournament using the 
Madden NFL game, played by current and retired American 
footballers. 

And on 3 April, basketball league the NBA kicked off its NBA 
2K Players Tournament, in which a range of pro players duked 
it out using the NBA 2K20 game, with the action streamed 
online on YouTube, Twitch and Facebook.

Esports – professional, competitive gaming for an audience 
– is having a big moment during the coronavirus pandemic, 
with the competitions of the ‘real-world’ sports pretty much 
all on hiatus as a result of social distancing measures. To cite 
the question often asked by esports sceptics in the past: ‘Why 
would anyone want to watch people playing video games?’. 

One answer, certainly, is ‘Because all the non-video games 
have been cancelled’.

We’ll see whether the esports industry capitalises once 
the other leagues return, but even before the COVID-19 
outbreak, professional gaming was growing rapidly in 
pretty much every metric: the number of people playing and 
watching; the dollars flowing into the industry from brands 
and fans; and the acceptance of esports’ significance by 
broadcasters and the traditional sports industries.

Newzoo, the research company that’s done most to publish 
figures on this new market, predicted earlier this year that 

the global esports 
economy would 
generate revenues 
of $1.1bn in 2020, 
representing year-on-
year growth of 15.7%. 

Just under three 
quarters of those 
revenues were 
expected to  

come from sponsorships and media rights, while the global 
esports audience was forecast to reach 495 million people 
this year.

It’s too early to tell how the coronavirus pandemic might force 
some of those numbers to be revised, for better or worse. 
Even so, esports is a market that should be of intense interest 
to the music industry in 2020, for a few reasons.

First, there are opportunities to partner with it, although 
some of those – artists being booked to play at the arena and 
stadium-sized esports tournaments – will have to wait until 
those live events return post-COVID-19. Second, for some 
artists already esports has been an investment opportunity: 
Drake, Steve Aoki and more have bought into esports 
franchises and startups.

But third, esports is a new form of media, and a highly popular 
one with younger people. As it grows, there may be a lot we 
can learn from how its stars and teams engage with fans, and 
how its business develops.

❱ Build your knowledge: Esports

Music Ally’s coverage
Browse stories tagged ‘esports’ in our online archives. 
We’ve kept on top of the latest market predictions for the 
esports industry, and we’ve also looked for relevant music 
partnerships, be they marketing related, or artists investing 
in esports teams.
➜ musically.com/tag/esports
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Newzoo’s 2020 Report
As we suggested, Newzoo is a great first port of call for 
up-to-date (coronavirus revisions permitting) figures on the 
esports industry, and its growth. The free version of its 2020 
report gives you many of the key stats, and outlines some of 
the trends in the esports world.
➜ strivesponsorship.com/...

Newzoo’s Key Numbers
Newzoo also maintains a page of its ‘key numbers’ around 
esports (as well as games and mobile) for easy access. Find 
your quick-access graphs for internal presentations on 
revenues and audience growth here.
➜ newzoo.com/key-numbers/

The Esports Observer
If there’s an industry-media bible for the esports worlds, 
it might just be The Esports Observer. It’s a reliably-
comprehensive source of stories on the leagues, teams 
and business developments, as well as case studies of how 
brands are running marketing campaigns.
➜ esportsobserver.com/

Music and Esports Convergence
In September 2019, Synchtank’s blog ran a two-part feature 
on the convergence of music and esports, interviewing 
companies including Midia Research, Riot Games, Hurrah, 

Monstercat and 777 Music for their views. The link leads to 
part two, which in turn links back to part one.
➜ www.synchtank.com/blog/the-convergence...

Two Can Play That Game Report
The BPI and Media Insight Consulting teamed up for 
this report in January 2020, following an event in 2019, 
exploring what music can learn from the way games are 
making money. Esports (“the next billion dollar industry”) 
was part of the report’s focus.
➜ www.bpi.co.uk/media/2281/bpi-insight-session-two...

Esport’s Biggest Investments
Well, its biggest investments of 2019 anyway. The Esports 
Observer compiled this report based on the $1.95bn of 
esports investments that it tracked last year. You’ll spot 
some familiar names too, from Tencent Holdings to… artist 
and actor Will Smith!
➜ esportsobserver.com/top10-investments-2019/

2019 Esports Survey
Law firm Foley & Lardner LLP published its state-of-
the-market 2019 Esports Survey late last year, and it’s 
a good combination of existing data, and predictions for 
the next year from the esports industry itself. Its survey 
also pinpointed the regions offering the most promising 
opportunities over the next five years.
➜ www.foley.com/-/media/...

Deloitte’s Esports Insights
Another big company casting its eye over the esports market 
is consultancy Deloitte, with its report about the European 
esports world. It’s good on the localised trends (which are 
just as applicable globally) especially the development of 
highly-professional esports leagues.
➜ www2.deloitte.com/content/...

Trapital is Sceptical
Hip-hop focused industry blog Trapital offered a sceptical 
view of the esports / music crossover in May 2019, and it’s 
well worth a read. “There’s still plenty of opportunities for 
rappers to make their money in esports and gaming, but 
the overstated numbers should shift attention toward the 
stabler opportunities that exist…”
➜ trapital.co/2019/05/29/why-rappers-should-be-skeptical...

Esports Playbook for Brands
Any music companies thinking of doing some marketing 
in the esports world should read this report published by 
Deloitte in 2019. After breaking down the ecosystem, it 
explains how sponsorships and branded content works – 
some of which is applicable to music.
➜ www.nielsen.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/...

The Rise of Esports Investments
Still not had your fill of Deloitte reports? This one, produced 
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with The Esports Observer, focuses on the investment 
perspective: the potential rewards and risks, as well as the 
dynamics of how these investments work. Good reading for 
artists considering flashing some cash on the sector.
➜ www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/advisory/...

Lessons From Esports
At the NY:LON Connect conference in January 2019, a 
panel looked at lessons from ‘outside the bubble’ of the 
music industry. Esports was one of them, with talk about the 
potential for combined esports and music tours, and the way 
esports is using music streaming to build brands.
➜ musically.com/2019/01/24/tv-games-esports...

Sandbox Summit Speech
In November 2018, Music Ally’s Stuart Dredge gave a talk 
at our own Sandbox Summit conference about Fortnite and 
esports, and what both might mean for the music industry. 
Our writeup of the speech has some of the case studies of 
esports marketing from that year.
➜ musically.com/2018/11/12/fortnite-esports-music-industry/

From Wild West to Mainstream
Goldman Sachs is another consultancy keeping a  
close eye on esports. Its October 2018 report is good  
on what it describes as the “further tailwinds to the  
broader esports ecosystem” from online video to hardware, 
as well as its prediction that esports viewership could rival 
the NFL.
➜ www.goldmansachs.com/insights/pages...

Music and Esports Timeline
Journalist Cherie Hu published this “timestamped play-
by-play” of the intersection of music and esports in 2018, 
which made for an excellent snapshot of some of the early 
partnerships and investments crossing over between the 
two industries.
➜ medium.com/@cheriehu42/music-esports...

Intersection Examples
Hu also wrote a feature for Forbes in October that year 
spurred by the news that Drake and Scooter Braun had 
invested in esports startup 100 Thieves, outlining more 
deals and partnerships that were showing the potential for 
the music and esports intersection.
➜ www.forbes.com/sites/cheriehu/...

The Lions Speak
The Cannes Lions, to be specific. In June 2018, Music Ally sat 
in on an esports panel at the Cannes Lions conference, with 
reps from ESL (the biggest esports company), Mercedes-
Benz and agency Superunion. Some of the advice has dated, 
but other parts are still very relevant.
➜ musically.com/2018/06/20/esports-are-booming...

How Music Can Get Involved
As chatter about music and esports was starting in mid-
2017, we got Mathieu Lacroutes, CEO of esports agency 
Hurrah, to write us a guest column with his suggestions for 
how the music industry could get involved. Again, much of 
the advice is still useful in 2020.
➜ musically.com/2017/06/13/esports-exploding-music...

The Future Trends: Music Business module 

on the Music Ally Learning Hub explores a 

range of trends, including esports and the 

impact of gaming, alongside livestreaming and 

evolving distribution.
➜ learn.musically.com/p/future-trends-music-

business

Learning link
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up in our daily news bulletin, but in case 
they’re missed, we’ll also be republishing 
them in our new quarterly report – starting 
with six from the first quarter of 2020 in 
this issue.

Mussio, Voisey, Jambl, Flutin, MyPart and 
Pex are the first startups to be profiled, 
and while we’re constantly scouting for 
new companies to cover, we’re also open to 
suggestions from you! 

Email joe@musically.com with tips on the 
startups you’ve seen who you think have 
promise.

Introduction

Music Ally has recently kicked off a new 
series of profiles of some of the most 
creative and inventive startups in and 
around our industry. 

Written by Berlin-based music/tech 
journalist Joe Sparrow, they explore the 
technology, business models and opinions 
of the startups who we think could play 
positive roles in our industry’s evolution.

We’re publishing them throughout the 
quarter on our website and flagging them 
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Tagging isn’t all that Musiio does but it is a good way to 
get an overview of what Musiio is capable of. You can try it 
yourself and receive results in the form of 15 or so varied 
descriptive tags, such as genre, audio quality, key, vocal type, 
tempo, and mood.

In our quick test, Musiio was on the money with, ahem, 
Chris de Burgh’s “Lady in Red” – identifying a “Chill, Easy 
Listening” song possessing a “Romantic” mood, and a vocal 
that sounds both “male” and “female”.

It’s a useful demonstration of the company’s tech, and 
Savage says most of its clients arrive after trying this web 
interface. Results are currently very industry-centric: those 
hungry for an automated, touchy-feely update to the glory 
days of Last.fm-style song-tagging may not have their itch 
scratched, but anyone with a giant and unwieldy database of 
music might find a solution to their problem.

❱ What is Musiio’s technology?
Tagging is uncool but essential. Tagging wasn’t even Musiio’s 
original aim, she explains, it was its “strongest product”, 
search. But tagging is still important for the stability and 
historical value of catalogues.

Tagging is also a boring job that, 
counter-intuitively, has been de-
prioritised and executed in a way 
almost precisely designed to be 
highly fallible: “If you’ve ever tried 
to manually tag a series of tracks, 
it’s one of the most tedious things 
you can do.” 

“It always gets shoved to the 
bottom of the list or sent to an 
intern – and it’s massively affected 
by how that human being is feeling 
on any given day.”

1. Musiio
Automated tagging and smart search  
of music catalogues is an idea whose time  
may have come in 2020

AI-music analysis startup Musiio has had a good 2019: it 
recently raised $1M in seed funding, is already working with 
a slew of clients, and is looking to raise money again in 2020.

Musiio’s technology is a mixture of the advanced (AI that 
can listen to music) and the pragmatic (efficiently labelling 
catalogue). Right now, its focus is on two B2B products: 
the automated tagging of tracks, and smart searching of 
catalogue, all using their proprietary AI. But the future 
holds possibilities that may be more end-user-friendly, like 
smarter playlists, sensing “good” songs, and more human 
sub-genre search.

Music Ally spoke to Musiio co-founder Hazel Savage, who 
has years of music-tech experience, having worked for 
Shazam, UMG, Pandora and Bandlab, before meeting her 
co-founder and CTO Aron Pettersson whilst part of the 
Entrepreneur First incubator in Singapore.

❱ What problem does Musiio solve?
One of the practical problems Musiio aims to solve is 
particularly pertinent in a time when companies are 
aggressively buying and consolidating catalogues – which 
have often been sorted and given arbitrary metadata in 
completely different ways.

Savage sees this as Musiio’s 
opportunity to bring parity in 
how songs are labelled: “There 
is a huge explosion in content: 
Spotify now has 40 thousand songs 
uploaded each day, catalogue is 
being acquired so quickly, and 
there’s more music being made and 
licensed than ever. The companies 
[who suddenly have so much more 
content] don’t really have any 
way to scale. So we help with that 
problem.”

❱
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I say ‘Rock’ you might be thinking of AC/DC, but I might be 
thinking Coldplay.”

Musiio is one of a number of startups, including the Berlin-
based Cyanite, that use AI to slice and label music with tags 
and moods. (Hazel says that Cynaite’s mood perception “is 
a great feature that people want”.) These AIs sound highly 
appealing: they replicate a job humans don’t want to do, with 
consistent results, at a speed humans can never achieve.

Competition may come from the elephant in the room: 
Spotify (via its The Echo nest acquisition in 2014) has a huge 
tranche of song-analysis data, right down to data points like 
‘danceability’ and ‘speechiness’. It’s not impossible to foresee 
Spotify offering similar B2B tools based on its own analysis.

Until then, Musiio is happy to provide this service – and 
while automated tagging isn’t the glamorous or headline-
grabbing kind of AI, reliability means money – and a business 
whose most valuable data is notoriously un-standardised 
may find Musiio’s tech highly persuasive.

But it’s one of the more important tasks in a business that 
seeks increasing revenue from putting the right songs in the 
right places – in the recorded music industry alone, 16% of 
revenue is from Placement and Sync.

It’s clear that there’s a long way to go in terms of digging 
deep into sub-genres – if you search for “French post-rock 
from 2005” the AI doesn’t know it yet – but their AI can be 
retrained to tackle this, Savage says. “Maybe you’re a jazz 
label and have sub-genres like soul-jazz, blues-jazz, and so 
on. One company requested a hundred custom tags from 
us for their catalogue – so we retrained our AI and created 
custom taxonomy, training for genres we don’t have.”

❱ How is Musiio working with  
   the music industry?
Those who deal with a catalogue and its plethora of merged 
spreadsheets, cobbled-together documents, and ad-hoc 
filing systems may be interested in how another client uses 
Musiio: “One company has half a million tracks in their 
catalogue, through acquisition. Their large catalogue is very 
mismatched in its data and also a bit unapproachable, 
because a lot of data is missing or partially complete. So 
we tag that entire catalogue – up to a million tracks a day 
at a cost of a few cents per track.”

Musiio’s search tool is what excites Hazel for the future 
of the company: she mentions how Audio Network uses 
Musiio’s search function to quickly pull tracks with specific 
parameters from its catalogue of 170,000 tracks.

The one tagging category missing at the moment from 
all music-AI services is also the most important – “Song 
Quality.” Savage is confident that in the future, Musiio’s 
AI will be able to sift for this too. “AI can already tell you 
what the production quality is like on a track – you may 
only want to pull high-quality content for a playlist, for 
instance. But of those 40 thousand songs uploaded every 
day, the one thing we don’t know is which are really good.”

Savage thinks that the AI that can pick out good songs 
and send them to the right people will be the most 
successful. “The differentiator will be the quality and the 
personalisation of the product. I think we’ll see those shifts 
in the next few years.”

Musiio is also interested in working with streaming services 
that don’t have the kind of in-house AI technology that 
Spotify and Tencent have, who can use Musiio’s service 
off the shelf. Musiio offer full-service options, building 
dashboards for clients who don’t have developers in-house.

❱ AI as a prompt for better human decisions
For now, any AI analysis is a prompt for humans, and 
Savage is aware that tagging is an ongoing challenge that 
still requires some fundamental decision-making – “when 
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faces, but, Barnes says, they usually unmask themselves 
once positive feedback arrives.

The songs made in Voisey currently skew towards the 
Bieber/Grande/Drake-type sound, with lots of auto-
tuned vocals. In this sense, it’s a remarkably simple 
democratisation of what it is to be a pop star.

If TikTok shows that it’s easy for anyone with creative visual 
nous to explode to international stardom, Voisey indicates 
that, in 2020, an individual’s ability to be a creative musician 
is much more common than traditionally thought.

And Voisey, Barnes says, is merely taking the baton from 
TikTok and running with it:

2. Voisey
Could the next TikTok be an app that helps 
youngsters take their first step towards a 
music-making career?

If co-founder Olly Barnes’ infectious optimism is correct, 
Voisey is a phenomenon-in-waiting. It’s an app that has the 
potential to shake up how songs are made; tap into hitherto 
locked-away artistic talent; develop a new breed of pop star 
and pop songs; and maybe even bypass the traditional label 
system.

Sounds too good to be true? Barnes suggests that it’s already 
happening. In an alternate music-biz timeline, Voisey might 
be the “missing” social media platform: combining early 
SoundCloud’s zealous userbase, early Hype Machine’s 
excitement of discovery; Snapchat’s intimacy; and TikTok’s 
front-facing camera appeal.

Barnes currently divides his time between Voisey and mobile 
games firm Space Ape, having previously held influential 
roles at Universal Music and Rdio. He also founded GoMix, 
an early collaborative music platform.

His pitch is certainly bullish: that Voisey could be a one-stop 
shop that will help people graduate from TikTok lip-sync 
wannabes to bona-fide songwriter/performers earning 
royalties.

“It’s not an application, it’s a movement. People are writing 
little loops, and users are jumping on them! Voisey may have 
huge implications for the music industry at large…”

❱ How does Voisey work?
Voisey is currently iOS-only, although an Android version 
is coming soon. The app greets you with a TikTok-like 
experience: a stream of young faces, singing something 
heartfelt over a pop loop – except that almost every song is 
new, and you might hear users singing different things over 
the same musical loop.

Songs are created in two ways: producers can upload short 
loops of music, and users can pick one out to sing over, 
adding vocal effects, and perhaps harmonising with others 
(or themselves) in split-screen.

A video can be a maximum of 60 seconds in length, and is 
often only a chorus, hook, or verse. Shy users can blur their 
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Repetition – people singing 
separately over the same loop – can 
help music stick in the memory: 
for example see this mashup, 
pieced together from four discrete 
contributions.

At scale, Voisey could provide 
producers with a catalogue of 
hooks, toplines, choruses and lyrics 
– all over a beat already proven to 
be popular. 

Producers could be left with 
the task of piecing together and 
polishing up a banger to unleash 
elsewhere.

As with apps from TikTok to Smule, 
the community is all-important, and 
it creates its own stars. “What’s so 
exciting now is that you can bypass 
the machine. If TikTok pushes 
one song to a 13-year old fan, an 
unknown girl lip-syncing on TikTok 
has the same merits as Arianna 
Grande.”

Voisey isn’t sharing user numbers 
yet, but Barnes gave Music Ally some demographic data. 
31% of the app’s users are aged 13-17, and 44% aged 18-24. 
Of those who disclose their gender, 65.5% are women and 
34.5% men. The average user spends nearly 20 minutes in 
the app every day, and between 4.5 and 6.5 hours a month.

❱ How is Voisey working with  
   the music industry?
Voisey’s main industry partners thus far are superstar 
songwriters – and Voisey investors – Stargate, as well as 
Platoon, the London-based music artist-services startup 
founded by AWAL and iTunes veteran Denzyl Fiegelson. 
It’s these partners that will take advantage of Voisey’s A&R 
capabilities.

“Our story is closely linked to the artists we find. Some 
major labels make A&R sound like a mythical science, but we 
have partners who can identify great hooks and take them 
forward,” says Barnes.

Platoon has already intervened in one Voisey user’s life: 
having spotted the talent of Olivia Knight, the company flew 
her from San Diego to develop and record her songs.

There are more big partnerships to come, says Barnes. “It’ll 
be pretty threatening-looking – depending on your stance in 
the industry!”

“What TikTok is done is amazing – they’ve 
kick-started a creative revolution. But if 
you look at the platform, it’s quite limited 
[in a creative sense] – it’s lip-syncing; 
the hairbrush in front of the bedroom 
mirror. If users want to step up to being 
songwriters, that step is very hard.”

Barnes sees the Max Martin-esque pop-
songwriting process, where hit songs are 
pieced together by multiple songwriters, 
as an opportunity for millions of people 
who are great musicians, but don’t realise 
it – yet.

❱ What Problem does Voisey 
solve?
Voisey’s big idea is of opening a window 
to a parallel music business universe: 
one where A&R, discovery, artist 
development, collaboration, as well 
as connectivity to tastemakers and an 
audience all begin in one app.

In fact, Barnes thinks that Voisey doesn’t 
solve a problem as much as it creates a 
new one: “If we get 100m installs – which 
I think we can get fairly quickly – there’s 
a chance that the number of high quality 
songs [created on Voisey] will be overwhelming.”

And it’s not just about consumption. Barnes suggests that 
within Voisey’s “non-musicians” lies the future of pop music 
composition: millions of building blocks to make pop songs 
out of.

“We’re really excited about how good these little hooks 
are… we have users in remote parts of the world, who have 
never made a song before, and have low self-confidence, but 
Voisey allows them to make the step to songwriting.”

❱ What is Voisey’s technology?
Voisey allows producers to upload beats, with some vocal 
processing to massage users’ iPhone headphone-mic vocals 
into something autotuned and pop-tastic.

There’s then an algorithmic discovery system for three 
parties: singers who want to find a cool beat to perform 
over; users who want to find the hot new Voisey creations, 
and – crucially – the Voisey team and its partners, who are 
seeking that killer hook or breakout star.

Since soft-launching in 2019, Voisey already has a catalogue 
of more than 350k user-generated recordings, and there are 
already some good songs shining through. 91% of plays on 
the service are of original music, and only 9% of covers.
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building the full “creation backend”: discovering, developing, 
recording and releasing music.

Barnes holds his cards close to his chest on this topic, 
suggesting instead that Voisey “could be the most amazing 
top of the funnel that the music publishing industry has ever 
seen – there’s never been a ‘songwriting camp’ like this.”

The giant chunk of the music industry that doesn’t loom so 
large in Voisey’s ambitious plans yet are major labels. Voisey 
isn’t working against them, as such – after all, it could be a 
useful A&R pool for the majors too.

Barnes suggests that we “imagine a world where a Voisey 
song is nurtured by Stargate, which then explodes on TikTok. 
That’s the point when a major label could step in and rinse 
out every last drop from that song.”

❱ Voisey as A&R 
machine
The Max Martin approach 
– cherry-picking bits 
of songs and creating a 
monsterpiece – is already 
being replicated on 
Voisey: rappers appeal 
for users to contribute 
a hook, singers seek out 
duets.

It’s here where Stargate 
get in on the act, releasing 
a couple of loops onto 
Voisey to see which 
generate the most buzz 
and catchy musical 
responses. Barnes says that the partnership with Stargate is 
a brand-new opportunity for users.

“Stargate saw that Voisey will be the first blip on the A&R 
radar, and reached out to us. So now we can connect any 
user with Stargate – and that’s not a step that was available 
for anyone in the past.”

❱ How do Voisey and its users make money?
Voisey is free to use, but it’s clear that the company is 
looking to in-app purchases, inspired by the mobile games 
industry, for its future revenues.

“Compared to gaming, [music streaming] is in its infancy. 
Gaming will be worth $80bn this year,” says Barnes. As 
Voisey begins to make money, there will be royalties for its 
creators, split equally between the musicians making the 
backing tracks, and the topline vocalists.

“A large pool of Voisey revenue will be split pro-rata 
between songs played in the app. We only deal with 
publishing rights – all recordings are owned by the creators,” 
stresses Barnes. Meanwhile, if Voisey intervenes and helps 
develop loops and vocals into “real-world” hit songs, the 
company will take a small percentage of royalties in return.

❱ A revolution in plain sight?
Voisey’s gamble is that there is a huge seam of undiscovered 
musical talent out there, and a swathe of great new songs 
that can be pieced together. The proof will be in the pudding: 
Voisey needs to scale, its users need to produce a steady 
stream of hit song parts, and its mysterious gaming-inspired 
system needs to unlock a fat new income stream.

Fiegelson and Platoon’s involvement suggests that a quiet 
revolution may be happening in plain sight. Platoon was 
purchased by Apple as part of an apparent strategy of 
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For him, success hinges on marketing: “I describe our 
ambition in three words: ‘Nike for music.’ Jambl can also be a 
brand that tells people ‘you can be part of this too.’”

❱ How does Jambl work?
Jambl couples an irreverent environment to win over those 
first-timers, with a smattering of in-jokes – one J Dilla-
inspired sound pack, Dilla Pickle, has gherkin artwork – that 
nod knowingly to the music production geeks.

The characterful, colourful design is in sharp contrast to the 
DAW-derived look of some other apps in this space. Gad’s 
two points of reference are TikTok and Duolingo: playful and 
welcoming, but educational and deep.

In Jambl, music is performed, recorded and looped on 
a simple grid of dots. Sounds can be switched, muted 
and deleted intuitively. It’s recognisable and flexible for 
musicians, but simple and enjoyable for amateurs.

As with other music-creation apps like Endlesss, 
collaboration is central to the experience: a loop can be 
shared in the ‘Community’ tab, where it can be remixed by 
others, or it can bubble up the popularity charts. Spotting 
hits that emerge is part of Jambl’s plan:

“I imagine a world where we can automatically license 
content at the moment of creation. Instead of [a major 
label] signing ten or twenty successes per year, you can sign 
a million small artists and see who blows up. But you need 
to catch them when they’re small – and that’s the power of 
mobile music making,” says Gad.

❱ What is Jambl’s technology?
Jambl has a lot of well-made sound packs, each in 
recognisable niche genres – with one or two new packs 
added per week.

Subscribers get instant access to them all, but you can 
unlock each one at a time by watching an ad. After  
Music Ally twiddled its thumbs through a 30-second video, 
the ‘Detour 909’ Acid House-style pack downloaded, and 
some Haçienda-esque squelching noises emerged.

And then… another unskippable 30 second ad played 
immediately upon saving this masterpiece. It’s frustrating, 
and intentionally so: Gad says he only wants the most 
committed users at this early stage. If you’re enamoured 
with Jambl, he reasons, you’ll either transition to a stiff 
$7.99 weekly payment or put up with the ads.

But the results are fun, and users can quickly make and 
remix short, satisfying loops. The question is: what next? 
Casual users may simply enjoy sharing their creations and 
seeing how others remix them, but if the desire to develop 

3. Jambl
The music-making app for non-musicians 
was a Midemlab winner in 2019, and has big 
ambitions for 2020

Music is different to other creative acts: there’s a palpable 
barrier to entry compared to, say, photography. Jambl aims 
to change that by making music-creation fun, simple and 
entertaining, but with a full industry vertical behind it. Can 
hits be made, remixed, identified, and fully exploited, all in 
one platform?

Jambl, which recently received half a million euros of 
funding from another music-apps firm, Gismart, is one of a 
few apps – like the recently profiled Voisey – trying to lower 
the bar of entry to music creation. What unites these apps is 
ease of creation, collaboration, and the aim of turning little 
loops of music into something more meaningful, workable 
and sellable.

Co-founder Gad Baruch Hinkis’ enthusiasm for Jambl is real. 
“Music is for everyone: you don’t need to be a genius with 
natural-born talent to have a great experience and connect 
with other people,” he says. His pitch certainly won over the 
judges of the Midemlab 2019 startups contest last June: 
Jambl won the music creation and education category.

Jambl has a glossy interface designed to make “non-
musicians” comfortable, and a fun, kitchen-sink approach to 
music-making. Gad is an artist himself, and maybe his work 
with Berlin’s premiere (or perhaps only) sax-funk-jive-rap-
electro-swing combo Dirty Honkers is what sowed the seed 
of Jambl’s eclectic, colourful, more-is-more approach.

❱
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whilst showing freemium users unskippable ads is that, by 
pushing away all but truly determined users, Jambl can get 
feedback, iterate and make its app super-sticky – then shift 
to full-on growth.

Two groups of users are of particular interest to Gad right 
now. The 13-20 year olds who want a quick and slick way to 
learn how to make the music they love, and the 40+ group of 
highly-engaged hobbyists.

This market, possibly burdened with spare cash and 
lingering memories of teenage hopes of being a musician, 
may have the inclination to pay the weekly subscription fee 
to rekindle that dream.

Gad’s also aggressive with his ambitions for Jambl: success 
to him is “at least” 10 million users within 12 months. 
Besides subscription fees, the idea of Jambl being an 
all-in-one beat making, discovery, exploitation, sync and 
marketplace service is tempting.

“We can monetise outside and inside the platform. Users 
could push a button saying ‘Monetise my music’ – then we 
could try to sync or sell the song. We could collaborate with 
an existing publisher or label here too.”

One market might suit Jambl particularly well: the selling 
of “type beats”. Today’s aspiring indie MC demands unique, 
cheap beats to buy and mumble-rap over. While decent 
beats can be picked up for a song (Lil Nas X made the 
investment of his life when he bought the beat that became 
‘Old Town Road’ for $30, the overall market is sizeable: the 
Beatstars marketplace has paid out $50m to creators so far, 
while Splice has paid out $25m. In an ideal scenario, Jambl 
could cut out more than the middleman.

❱ How is Jambl working with  
   the music industry?
Jambl’s perception-first approach needs artist clout. So 
one near-future collaboration would be with established 
artists. “The main thing that labels can offer us is access to 
musicians, so users can see a Jambl pack by a famous artist 
when they open the app,” says Gad.

In the longer term, he wants to take bigger bites out of the 
existing industry structure: imagine a world in which the 
next ‘Old Town Road’ gestates, develops and becomes an 
utterly relentless mega-hit, all inside one app.

“If a Jambl user is trending, we could sign a generation of 
songwriters from all over the world. Major labels are in a bit 
of a pickle: they can see who’s popping and offer them a deal 
but that artist may not now need the label at this stage in 
their career – they can monetise themselves.”

There are also potential artist-fan interactions: one of Gad’s 

songlets into full-blown bangers arises, loops currently need 
to be exported to a DAW or synced to Ableton.

So will advanced musicians, who value their creative 
workflow, simply use Jambl as a scratchpad for ideas to 
polish on a laptop or do they want to stay in the app? Gad is 
betting on both, and deeper ‘Pro’ features are coming soon.

❱ How does Jambl make money?
Gad is candid about Jambl’s current, post-investment 
priority: quickly growing income by nailing user retention.

The rationale for aggressively pushing a £7.99-a-week 
subscription (the same pricing as sister app Beat Maker Go) 
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and jiggery-pokery, but this issue may vanish when Jambl’s 
Pro-tier options and the ability to string loops into fuller 
compositions appear.

Just as no-one originally set out to become a “Youtuber” – 
they wanted to easily make videos about something  
they loved, and all the product placement and #rants  
about demonetisation came later – Jambl wants to  
create an environment where the leap to becoming a  
semi-pro musician (and all that entails) is more simple and 
more fun.

“In the end,” Gad believes, “Jambl will not reduce anything 
– it just means more music. Mobile music creation apps are 
creating a new market, and enhancing the current one.”

ideas involves established artists releasing a Jambl pack 
based on a hit song, setting a song-making challenge, and 
seeing what fans come up with as they “collaborate” with 
their hero.

❱ Can Jambl have its cake and eat it?
A search for “music making apps” in the iOS App Store 
initiates a long scroll through many apps with similar 
ambitions. Competition is fierce, and in the face of it, 
Gad’s focus on distinctive branding and marketing is 
understandable.

In terms of taking a Jambl loop and making it into the 
next ‘Old Town Road’, the current limitation is that the 
songlets are short, simple loops without pro-level polish 
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and asks you to indicate your favourites from a range  
of artists.

The app then serves up personalised playlists of tracks from 
its own servers, as well as from SoundCloud’s non-paywalled 
catalogue. There’s an ‘Only For You’ selection as well as a 
series of mood-inflected playlists.

The pitch to listeners is that the music recommendations 
get more relevant the more they use Flutin. Music Ally’s 
own test produced mixed results: the ‘Only For You’ playlist 
spawned an unremarkable ‘Sponsored’ Hindi-rap track, but 
the ‘Workout’ and ‘Party’ playlists pulled together a more 
impressive bunch of familiar high-tempo songs.

However, Flutin’s focus, both for users and creators, is on 
emerging artists. Gupta says this is because in India “there 
are no step-by-step procedures for emerging artists to get 
famous or earn money from their music… they don’t know 
their audience, and they don’t have a good network or a lot 
of money to promote their music.”

Back in 2017, Spotify tested a feature called ‘Sponsored 
Songs’ which would allow labels to pay to have a track 
appear alongside some playlists for listeners on its free tier. 
Flutin is building on that idea.

“There are lots of artists on Spotify with less than 500 
streams. But on Flutin there are artists who promoted 
themselves directly for a week or 10 days and got half a 
million plays,” says Gupta.

❱ What is Flutin’s technology?
Flutin acts as a honeypot for people who want free 
new music, and identifies which users are most likely to 
become fans of any given artist. Those artists then, using a 
Facebook-like ad-buying tool, can insert songs into users’ 
individualised playlists.

Flutin aims to speed up the most frustrating part of an 
artist’s career: finding those first thousand fans. “We help 

4. Flutin
India's new music discovery app wants to help 
artists find audiences, and listeners to find new 
tracks they love

Indian startup Flutin has a bold, dual-pronged mission: to 
round up millions of music fans and serve them – for free 
– new music that they’ll love; and to provide artists with 
an easy-to-reach fanbase that’s eager to engage and even 
purchase.

Dig a little deeper into the company, and there are some 
interesting lessons on how the music industry might find 
new ways to make a lot more money from streaming 
platforms in the future.

Music Ally chatted to Flutin CEO and Co-founder Vishu 
Gupta about his ambitions for an app that by October 2019 
had been downloaded nearly 10m times, and had 370,000 
daily active users.

Gupta describes the app as a home for emerging artists, who 
Flutin treats as small businesses needing tools to growth-
hack themselves to success. “They can identify their relevant 
audience with Flutin and promote their music to them, 
increasing their fanbase with relevant users.”

❱ How does Flutin work?
There are two ways of looking at Flutin: as a music fan, and 
as an emerging artist seeking fans. Both approaches rely on 
Flutin being a music discovery app, providing users with free, 
mood-based playlists of artists they know, and unknown 
artists it thinks they will like.

To figure out what music should be on your playlists, Flutin 
requests access to your music library and Facebook account, 
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Artists can create a budget and a campaign. Once they start 
getting a fanbase, they can start promoting merchandise and 
tickets to their audience… so they can make money through 
the app.”

What are the costs? “It’s within reach of independent artists 
– so, for instance, the artists that got half a million plays 
within a week paid approximately $300-400 to get that,” he 
says.

Charging artists for reach is not the only income stream. 
Flutin’s most interesting features are ways users can 
interact with songs and artists, including ‘dedicating’ a song 
to a friend: tap a song, add an image and message, then share 
it with someone privately or on social media.

It’s a fun addition: in an age where gifting music is nigh-on 
impossible, receiving a DM of a specific track feels like 
a small but meaningful gesture. Dedications are free at 
the moment, but others – maybe digitally scarce “limited 
editions” – might be purchasable in the future.

Flutin is also experimenting with gamification of the app 
itself. Publishing a playlist, sharing a song, and opening the 
app on consecutive days rewards users with points that can 
be redeemed in-app on real-world products.

This is the starting point for more microtransactions – by, for 
instance, rewarding curators: “When public playlists are a hit 
and start getting subscribers, the users become influencers… 
we want to see if we can charge for users to access a longer 
playlist.”

❱ How is Flutin working with  
   the music industry?
Gupta is talking with major labels and wants Flutin to be 
a part of their A&R mix. “We have so many things that will 
minimise their spend and time in finding and launching new 

users interact with emerging artists – you can’t do this with 
established stars. This interactivity is important for our 
users, and artists can see how their audience react to them,” 
says Gupta.

The final step is to turn that audience into fans of new 
artists, and this is how Flutin – and those artists – make 
money. Once an artist’s fanbase is established, artists can 
then use Flutin to “sell their merchandise and tickets and 
earn money.”

Flutin needs a huge number of real users to tempt artists 
into paying to reach them. So Vishu simply growth-hacked 
his way to 10m downloads. How? “We work with influencers 
and create humorous in-house videos which strategically 
include Flutin.” For example this one, from when the app was 
under its previous name of PinDrop Music.

“Some of our videos have over 50m views. One video got 
100m views and it was created on my iPhone with a few 
friends – and we never spent a single dollar on it,” he says, 
attributing 1m downloads to that one video campaign alone.

❱ Free is important, but people  
   pay for interaction
Emerging artists may enjoy how Flutin views them as 
“small businesses,” who need the same range of tools 
small businesses are offered elsewhere online to promote 
themselves.

“On Spotify, you need to work with distributers, or with third 
parties to get on a playlist. That system is not artist-friendly 
– if I have a playlist with a million followers, I have to reach 
out to artists [to offer them a spot on the playlist], and for 
artists it’s a large sum of money to get on it,” says Gupta.

On Flutin, the exchange seems more transparent. Artists can 
identify target groups and buy reach, “like Facebook ads. 
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Gupta explains that Flutin’s 
artist-as-a-small-business 
thinking comes from Indians 
being “natural growth-hackers” 
who, he believes, won’t pay for 
monthly streaming subscriptions. 
“That’s one of the biggest reasons 
we keep the app entirely free for 
users, and we charge artists to 
pay for reach: just like they do on 
Google and Facebook.”

Flutin is finding a big audience 
quickly, especially in India: but 
are people logging in because 
they are fans of discovering new 
music, or because Flutin offers 
free music? Time will tell. The 
company already claims some 
success stories, like British band 
The Dunwells and American 
hip-hop group Cure for Paranoia, 
who have found a large audience 
through Flutin.

For us, it’s Flutin’s supplementary 
features that fascinate: 
micropayments for artist 

interaction, Bandcamp-style artist support, the gifting 
of songs, power users making money, and ordinary users 
gaining redeemable points. And perhaps if those features 
work for something like Flutin, it might give the biggest 
music streaming services another nudge to investigate their 
potential too.

artists on Flutin. It’s easy for them to 
identify new talent with us.”

Flutin also has its own scouting program 
going on though. Flutin First is an 
‘incubator’ for emerging artists, and the 
first step towards acquiring a unique 
catalogue of music for the app.

“We’ll invest in the audio and video part. 
We’ll launch six or seven songs in the 
coming months, and these songs will be 
endorsed by big stars in India,” says Gupta.

Soon, Flutin will also have a direct-to-
fan feature where artists will be able 
to create their own webpages under 
the Flutin domain, and “can give fans a 
chance to subscribe to exclusive content, 
similar to Patreon.” Flutin will take a small 
percentage of the resulting income as a 
fee.

❱ High potential, and perhaps  
   a knock-on effect?
Flutin’s biggest idea is simple: offer artists 
the same ad-tech they find elsewhere 
online, but within a streaming platform.

Emerging artists often end up learning the hard way about 
the costs associated with marketing themselves, and that it’s 
often a case of choosing only two of Cheap, Fast and Good. 
For Flutin to change that, it needs to become a popular, 
trusted discovery platform, and thus convince artists that 
it’s worth paying to connect with its users.

Website: www.flutin.com

Category: Music Discovery

Headquarters: Noida, Uttar Pradesh, 

India – 201301

Founders: Vishu Gupta and Prankush 

Roopanwal

Funding raised so far: $340k of 

investment from GHV Accelerator and 

some high-net-worth individuals, plus a 

recent investment from games firm Sega.
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songs. And in 2020, where there’s a flawed human system, 
there is an AI waiting to supersede it.

Kollnescher argues that the existing process of discovering 
and exploiting compositions is fuzzy and imprecise: 
“Whether I’m a music publisher trying to use my assets, 
an A&R trying to find songs for artists, or whether I’m an 
aspiring artist looking for songs – curators need a platform 
to find songs.”

The guided demonstration that Music Ally saw indicates 
that MyPart may offer the kind of granular analysis and song 
discovery that could make a difference.

Kollnescher is leaving the current system of catalogue navigation, 
song-tagging, for others to fix: “MyPart is for the post-tagging 
world, where you search for songs with other songs, or use 
software to deeply analyse the lyrics or composition.”

Unlike other AI analysis services Musiio and Cyanite, there’s 
no publicly-available portal to try out MyPart’s analysis, 
although it’s opening up more widely later in 2020. One 
service is live already though: songwriters can upload their 
song to the company’s ArtSource portal, aim it at an artist 
from UMG’s roster and wait for unexpected success – if the 
AI recommends it to the artist’s team.

❱ What is MyPart’s technology?

MyPart has a proprietary AI – Songmine, launched in late 
2019 – which does what most music-analysis AIs claim to do: 
scan songs to interpret melody, lyrical sentiment and song 
appropriateness, before spitting out data to be pored over 
via MyPart’s SongCrunch web interface.

As the screenshots in this article of a new beta release 
(currently available to select clients) show, the data does 
seem to be very nuanced. 

But while identifying internal rhyming structures in a song 
is useful, SongCrunch also shows which words, emotions, 
styles, melodies and structures are common across a group 
of songs, or an artist’s body of work.

5. MyPart
A new spin on artificial intelligence-powered 
music analysis, from a startup hoping to pull 
needles from the haystack

Israeli startup MyPart aims to use AI to turn the long tail of 
music catalogues into revenue streams that humans may 
have overlooked.

In fact, the company wants to do more than analyse music 
and pull the needle from the haystack: it wants to pair the 
songs no human would consider with artists who never knew 
they needed them.

Don’t be fooled by MyPart’s slightly vague online presence, 
which seems at odds with its high profile and experienced 
advisory board, notable award wins, and membership of the 
Abbey Road Red accelerator.

Music Ally spoke to co-founders Matan Erez Kollnescher 
and Ariel Toli Gadilov, as well as MyPart president (and 
former president of Geffen Music and Interscope Music) 
Ronny Vance about the company’s ambitions. If its 
technology does what it says, MyPart will have built an A&R 
system that scoops up and analyses songs at the top of the 
funnel then, at the sharp end, allows anyone who needs a 
song to discover exactly the right one to use.

The company already prides itself on its industry 
connections. Besides Vance, its advisory team includes 
former president of Nielsen  Entertainment and Billboard 
Howard Appelbaum; media and entertainment legal expert 
Cliff Fluet; and Evan ‘Kidd’ Bogart, writer of Beyoncé’s ‘Halo’.

For Kollnescher, AI-powered hyper-relevance is the core 
of the business: “One of our main beliefs – and one that 
brought Vance in – was that there’s no good or bad, only 
relevant or irrelevant. A great song for Dua Lipa might be 
horrible for Billie Eilish.”

❱ How does MyPart work and  
   what problem does it solve?
MyPart has a real-world need: catalogues are bulging with 
great songs that never find the right home, and connecting 
the perfect artist to the right song is an imperfect science. 
Songwriters can spend as much time hustling to keep their 
compositions in their publisher’s mind as they do writing 
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❱ How is MyPart working  
   with  the music industry?
MyPart’s value hinges on whether 
the AI can dig deeper and find more, 
better songs than a human and the 
company has taken some steps to test 
its systems.

In 2019, MyPart partnered with 
MySphera, a paid service that 
promotes music to tastemakers 
(both companies share an advisor 
in Fluet), as well as working with 
established Israeli pop stars in order 
to find suitable songs from unknown 
songwriters.

In the near future, MyPart will offer 
B2B services for catalogue owners 
and digital distributors who control 
over 10,000 songs – “the point,” 
Gadilov says, “where it becomes 
challenging to know every song you 
own.”

According to Kollnescher, MyPart is 
“working with three major publishers, 

one of which is Universal. We’re under NDAs with the others 
but we are working on integrating as much catalogue as 
possible.”

Kollnescher also mentions a B2B product to compliment 
streaming services’ technology – “DSPs are doing a great 
job but we are not sure that their technology, while 
sophisticated, can analyse lyrical and composition as deeply 
as ours.”

At the moment, on-demand streaming skews towards songs 
released recently – meaning there are many decades of 
tried-and-tested hit songs waiting to be discovered by users. 
Gadilov says DSPs are already on board to rebalance this 
catalogue value-gap.

“We’re under NDA with three streaming platforms and they 
are very interested in digging into catalogue. We can help 
make their recommendation engine even better – finding 
those “unknown unknowns” for users… or as suggestions for 
manually-curated playlists.”

For songwriters, the democratisation of access to the 
big leagues, and the chance for anyone to be a “real” hit 
songwriter, is alluring.

The list of performers to whom anyone can submit songs via 
MyPart’s ArtSource sounds improbable: Dua Lipa, Bruno 
Mars and Aerosmith are normally out of the reach of us 

Kollnescher says the AI can 
detect “semantic preferences that 
transcend genre and era: lyrics, 
rhyming patterns or metaphors, 
syllables per line, wide melodies 
over three octaves, complicated 
harmonies, etc.”

To do this, a user submits a series of 
songs to teach the AI a “benchmark”, 
and then discover new songs 
based on it. Justin Bieber’s team, 
for instance, could train the AI on 
some Bieber classics – and receive 
suggestions of songs most likely to 
have the feel, lyrical content and 
style that his fanbase associates 
with him.

Artist teams can also signal a 
preferred shift in style by compiling 
a second benchmark of the type  of 
songs they would like their artist to 
sing next. 

If it works, this feature could 
potentially help artists to navigate 
the treacherous waters of the mid-career direction-change – 
where committing to the wrong choice can send a sparkling 
career into a funk.

This set-and-forget benchmarking, Kollnescher believes, 
“is a game-changer. It’s your search, defined by you, and the 
system knows what you’re interested in.” All the artist team 
needs to do is wait for the new songs to arrive.

Music Ally was given access to a beta build of the MyPart 
Mobile app which cross-references the benchmarking 
and analysis of SongCrunch with songs submitted to the 
company’s suggestion engine ArtSource (which is “the bigger 
dream, and our focus now,” says Kollnescher).

Music Ally wasn’t able to create benchmarking scenarios, 
but a supplied Kelly Clarkson benchmark was paired with 
punchy, pop power-ballads that would suit Clarkson’s gut-
busting vocals. Similarly, a Dua Lipa benchmark cued up an 
appropriately modern, sultry, dance-pop selection.

Vance says when he spoke to his old colleagues in major 
labels and publishing about MyPart, they were eager for the 
new options the technology could uncover.

“Every one of them said, ‘sign me up!’ – I’m not kidding. If 
you work with a big artist, you may go to the same 20-30 
songwriters again and again – but with MyPart you can push 
a button and hear a new selection.”
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If this does work, the value of MyPart is clear for all parties, 
particularly songwriters who have watched in horror as their 
treasured songs disappear into the Publisher Catalogue 
Memory Hole, never to be seen, synced, or suggested again.

One key question: will the “lost classics” really rise to the 
top? “Most fitting” does not necessarily mean the “greatest” 
songs”, so will beautiful, less-commercial songs remain 
submerged in a catalogue of millions? Or will they finally find 
their niche audience?

As always, AI drags existential questions into daylight: it 
might be more cost-effective to use an A&R-AI to scout 
for new songs instead of an endless churn of interns, but 
if entry-level employees don’t wade through thousands of 
dreadful songs, will they be able to identify the good ones?

It’s easy to get swept away by the promise of new 
technology, particularly ones that promise to be smarter 
than us. But the obvious problems that face anyone seeking 
the right song from a catalogue of millions, mean that if 
MyPart only manages to streamline discovery, it will have 
succeeded. And if it really starts to pull musical rabbits out of 
the hat, we all stand to win.

mere mortals. “But that’s the point,” says Vance, “they’re not 
any more.”

Vance gives a practical example of how using AI could 
change the way catalogue is used: “Tommy Sims was a 
songwriter I found in Nashville and he went on to write 
“Change the World” for Eric Clapton. If you go into the 
catalogue, you’ll find half a dozen [unrecorded] Tommy Sims 
songs that are fucking brilliant – but if you’re a young buck 
at Universal Publishing, you won’t know them. So when you 
supply the MyPart benchmark, the Tommy Sims song could 
fly out at you.”

Vance thinks that when MyPart’s partners are 
announced, composers will be pleased. “There’s 
a world of disenfranchised songwriters who will 
trust what we are doing with the validation of 
the companies we will partner with in the coming 
months.”

❱ How does MyPart make money?
For its B2B products, MyPart will ask for a one-time 
integration fee, and then a monthly license fee, 
which will slide according to catalogue size.

Kollnescher thinks catalogue owners will see the 
value from a Darwinian perspective. “The people who have 
most to gain are those with valuable catalogues. We want 
the publishers to be able to best utilise their content and the 
best – or the most fitting – song to win.”

For songwriters dreaming of a superstar partnership, 
MyPart’s terms and conditions say the company will act, 
“as agent, publisher, and representative” when they upload 
work, and, the team explained, if their song is chosen, they 
will help songwriters reach a publishing agreement with a 
publishing partner.

Conclusion: plenty of potential
MyPart’s success hinges on three big ideas aligning: the 
believability of the AI’s suggestions, the idea that every 
songwriter in the world has one incredible song that’s 
perfect for someone, and being able to sift and match 
quickly through the type of long-tail music catalogue that 
overwhelms us puny humans.
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Website: www.mypart.net
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❱ What problem does Pex solve?
Tracking an artist’s music on Spotify and Apple Music 
is simple enough. But it’s harder to track a landscape of 
endless remixes, remakes, 15-second fan challenges, and 
music used by YouTubers as another ingredient in their 
endless #content churn.

The fact that each of these different use-cases are siloed 
across dozens of platforms complicates things further. Pex 
finds and fingerprints everything, across “all open content 
platforms – like YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, VK, TikTok, and 
Mixcloud – and we register fingerprints for every piece of 
content on our database.”

And, Choplin says, it does it “far beyond what the market 
currently offers. We only need one second of a song to make 
a match, and Pex can handle distortions, a certain amount of 
pitch or speed changes, and remixes.”

For comparison, Choplin claims that YouTube’s own 
ContentID system needs about ten seconds to identify 
matches of music and video, and that Pex is finding lots of 
music that YouTube is missing, and then “helping people 
monetise these opportunities.”

❱ How does Pex work?
On an industry level, streaming revenues continue to grow 
impressively, although a deceleration in that growth may be 
an incentive for rightsholders to be exploring any potential 
pool of new (or rather, undiscovered) revenue.

Pex is offering to do it on their behalf. Consider the many 
tiny snippets of music used in niche fan videos, remixes 
and DJ sets: alone, they may not be worth a fortune, but 
together they might add up.

At the moment, that money can slip between the gaps, says 
Choplin: “We find enormous amounts of content that built-
in systems miss – maybe three times what YouTube finds. 
That doesn’t mean they’re all piracy – they can be fan videos, 
for instance – but you can still monetise them.”

Pex also helps KPI-hungry marketing teams track use across 
different platforms, pulling data into one place, with some 
interesting insights: “How many listens has your song had on 
wedding videos, for example?”

In one of the more consequential purchases of the year, Pex 
just spent (at least) $25m on the rights-management and 
distribution platform Dubset, attracted by, Choplin says, 
Dubset’s “tremendous relationships” and their licensing of 
“very impressive catalogue.”

Pex now has access to a huge catalogue of music (50m+ 
songs) and, as music use in user-generated content (UGC) 
starts to play an increasingly significant role for platforms 

6. Pex
Unlocking the value in user-generated content 
has long been a music industry ambition. How 
can Pex help?

For the last few years, LA-based startup Pex has been quietly 
scanning, fingerprinting and indexing every single piece of 
audio and video uploaded to open, public-facing platforms. 
It has accrued a whopping database of 20 billion data 
points, and – perhaps – knows what’s happening on certain 
platforms better than the platform itself.

Music Ally spoke to Pex COO Amadea Choplin, who 
previously worked for French video platform DailyMotion, 
about how important music really is to YouTube and the 
accuracy of its revenue maths; Article 17; and how Pex can 
unlock revenue by peeking inside streaming’s black box.

❱
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The flipside to this new clarity is that a hypothetical, 
unofficial, unlicensed remix of that Rihanna song may never 
be heard as it could be nixed during upload.

Choplin is keen to stress the benefits of Pex’s Attribution 
Engine in a post-Article-17 world for smaller labels and 
catalogue owners, who “know there are copies of their songs 
somewhere, but where are people listening? Any artists can 
register their music with Pex for free and get control back: 
they can monetise that in the way they choose.”

Indeed, the ability to scoop up instances of a song’s use that 
YouTube may have missed could be of interest to smaller 
labels – as recently reported on Music Ally, one “mid-
sized indie label” found that YouTube Content ID matches 
accounted for 51% of its streams – “but only 6% of revenue, 
at a per-stream rate of $0.00022.”

like TikTok, the true value of this 
purchase will soon become clear.

❱ How is Pex working with  
   the music industry?
Pex is already working with all the 
major labels. Anyone can register 
their content with the company, 
and Choplin says that it is keen 
to connect with UGC platforms. 
There’s a reason for this: with 
the implementation of the EU’s 
Article 17 looming, Pex is offering 
to solve the problem of platforms’ 
responsibility for what is being 
uploaded.

There has been plenty of debate 
about whether the new copyright 
legislation will have a “chilling 
effect” on the internet: that free 
expression could be curtailed if 
platforms scan – and err on the 
side of caution in terms of blocking 
suspected infringement – during the 
upload process.

Choplin takes a pragmatic view on this 
issue, from the perspective of an artist 
trying to protect their music. “We are now 
starting to work with platforms to scan 
on the upload side – and then to clear, 
license or block content depending on the 
copyright holders’ wishes. Concerns [about 
Article 17] are not about technology, but 
more about the business rules and best 
practices around it. We respect fair use – in 
a way that can be efficient,” she says.

We live in a post-remix world, where 
everyone samples everything else. One argument against 
Article 17 is that it impinges on true creativity, in a world 
where artists themselves are often creative magpies, 
sampling anything and everything. Does Pex believe in 
artists’ freedom to create?

“Absolutely, but a creator who uses someone else’s work 
should use it in the realms of other people’s copyright. Right 
now, it’s creating a lot of frustration, because current filters 
can take a long time. Pex’s is instant – so if you upload a 
video of you singing along to a Rihanna song, you’ll know 
immediately if she doesn’t want it used. "

People who don’t maybe understand copyright law can be 
better informed as a creator,” she says.
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what it then pays out to creators and rights holders. What 
I see is that it’s not as fair as it could be. To YouTube, the 
most profitable category is music – it’s cheaper to store and 
stream music compared to long gaming videos, and music 
videos are the ones with the most views on average.”

Pex, she says, helps larger catalogue holders understand 
their “actual” market share across all videos on multiple 
platforms, which then helps them negotiate licenses. “This 
kind of data should be available to everyone.”

Away from YouTube, if platforms without licensing deals say 
that they don’t know what music is on their service, what does 
that mean? “Of course it’s deliberate ignorance,” she says.

Choplin doesn’t believe that Article 17 will lead to the 
mass-disappearance of music. “Twitter is not going to say “no 
video on Twitter” – it’s a massively profitable revenue line 
for them, like any platform. Respecting copyright does not 
lead to censorship. It just has to be done well.”

Pex thinks that these figures leave a lot to be desired.

“84% of all videos contain music… the percentage of ad 
money that YouTube pays to music rights holders should be 
higher,” says Choplin.

YouTube recently revealed that the streaming service 
paid $3bn to the music industry in 2019 from ads and 
subscriptions. It’s a figure that Choplin thinks could be 
higher.

“We feel like there is a discrepancy between [how much 
YouTube pays for music] and the 55% of ad revenue YouTube 
says it shares with all creators and rights holders. In 2019, 
we looked at all content on YouTube, and music represented 
22% of all views – although it’s only 5% of the content.”

YouTube boasts of “a billion users engaging with music,” and 
the service is a 15bn-a-year ads business – so should it be 
paying more for using that music?

Choplin thinks so: “At least 22% of their ad revenue that they 
share should be going to music. But we discovered that 84% 
of all videos have music in them, and while not all of that 
music is monetiseable, the percentage that YouTube pays to 
music rights holders should be higher.”

Music Ally suggested to Choplin that YouTube’s $3bn 
payment was not a simple $1bn to each major: “So what did 
YouTube consider to be “music”, and how did the money end 
up being split? YouTube didn’t disclose who got the bulk of 
this $3bn.”

❱ ‘Respecting copyright does  
   not lead to censorship’
The answer, Choplin thinks, is more transparent reporting. 
Only a thousand or so accounts, Choplin thinks, have access 
to ContentID – YouTube’s in-house content-matching 
system – and only a few of them can initiate claims on videos 
they find outside of ContentID’s own reporting.

“My personal opinion is that there should be some 
proportionality between the revenues YouTube creates and 
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Music Ally’s country profiles were a 
regular part of our research reports 
for years, and more recently have been 
published on our website and promoted  
in our news bulletin. From now on, we’ll  
be republishing them in this quarterly 
report too.

As ever, our plan is to cover a broad 
mixture of recorded music markets, from 
the biggest, most mature countries for our 
industry to the emerging ‘high-potential’ 
parts of the world that show lots of 
promise.

Written by journalist Ben Cardew, the 
profiles from the first quarter of this year 
follow the pattern. He’s explored the latest 

growth and trends in big markets like the 
US and Germany, as well as Canada and 
South Korea. But he’s also been talking to 
local experts in Thailand and Turkey about 
the development of those markets.

We’re always open to new sources of 
insight too. Email ben@musically.com to 
see which countries are coming up.

➜ musically.com/countries/

Browse the archive Globe-americas

❱ Country profiles
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As the third decade of the 21st Century begins, it is tempting 
to wonder if Canada’s – possibly rather clichéd – reputation 
for low-octane stability has leaked into its music business. 
As other digital music markets around the world experience 
streaming-led leaps in recorded music income, revenue in 
Canada grew just 0.5% in 2018, a result that saw China and 
Australia both overtake it in the global rankings.

There are, however, extenuating circumstances. Canada’s 
recorded music income in 2017 was boosted by a one-off 
performance rights payment and Music Canada claims 
that, by normalising the revenue in 2017 to compare it to 
2018, there was actually a 5.5% increase in recorded music 
revenue in the country year-on-year. Meanwhile, in 2018 
Canadian collecting society SOCAN paid out CAD $320m 
(US$241.35m) to its members, an 8% year-on-year growth.

What’s more, according to Nielsen, 2019 saw total album 
equivalent audio consumption in Canada increase by 18.1%, 
driven by a 31.2% growth in on-demand audio song streams. 
Going further into the Nielsen figures, we see a Canadian 
music market behaving similarly to most major music 
industries. While audio song streams were up, total physical 
album sales in Canada declined by 23.3% to 10.4m copies in 
2019 and digital album sales fell 24.5% to 3.8m units.

SOCAN CEO Eric Baptiste says that the total number of 
music subscribers in Canada most recently reported to 

Canada may have been initially slow to embrace streaming, but 
recent years have seen the market make steady gains, even if YouTube 
remains a constant source of irritation.

his society is 7.8m, or around 22% of the total population. 
“Remember, though, that SOCAN works with total 
subscriber numbers, which do not necessarily reflect 
the total number of individuals who have access to 
subscriptions,” he explains. Baptiste adds that, from what 
SOCAN has seen, there has been growth in the number of 
subscribers recently “but just not as fast as in recent years”.

While it is still too early to give figures for recorded music 
income for 2019, Music Canada president and CEO Graham 
Henderson says we should not expect a similar growth in 
income to that seen in Nielsen’s consumption figures. “While 
this growth that we’ve continued to see over the past few 
years is promising – and we expect that growth to continue 
– it is important to note that revenues do not directly track 
consumption,” he says.

Perhaps more worrying for the Canadian music industry 
is the fact that the Nielsen figures show that consumption 
of on-demand video songs grew faster last year (at 59.7%), 
than on-demand audio song streams (31.2%), as the value 
gap rears its ugly head once more.

“Despite the wide availability of subscription music 
platforms, many consumers still turn to user-upload services 

❱ Canada
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Population... 37.7m* 

GDP (purchasing power parity)... $1.774tn* 

GDP real growth rate... 3%* 

GDP per capita (PPP)...  $48,400* 

Internet users... 31.7m 

Per cent of population... 89.8% 

Broadband connections... 14.4m 

Broadband - subscriptions per 100 inhabitants...  39* 

Mobile phone subscriptions...  33.2m 

Sources: CIA World Factbook * = 2017/18 estimates
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like YouTube to listen to music,” Henderson says. “Some 35% 
of respondents to a 2018 IFPI survey cited the availability 
on YouTube of the music they want as a major reason for not 
using paid audio subscription services.”

Baptiste took a similarly wary attitude at SOCAN’s 2019 
annual meeting, even as the society announced a growth 
in payments. “The popularity of music streaming continues 
to increase, but a SOCAN member who received royalties 
in 2018 on average took in only $54 [US$41] from digital 
sources,” he said. “Digital platforms are reaping massive 
value on the backs of music creators and publishers.”

In 2019, the Canadian music industry put a concrete value 
on this gap, with Jackie Dean, COO of Music Canada, telling 
Music Ally at the time that the revenues lost to Canadian 
creators because of YouTube amounts to roughly $550m 
(US$414.81m) per year, a vast sum given that the total value 
of recorded music income in Canada in 2018 was $572m 
(US$431.42m).

Sadly, the optimism that Dean shared in 2019 that the 
Canadian government would act on the value gap proved 
unfounded – at least in the short term. Henderson explains 
that the Standing Committee on Canadian Heritage’s report, 
Shifting Paradigms, studied artist remuneration and made 
recommendations that, if made into law, would have helped 

to reduce the value gap. “Unfortunately, the Fall election 
was called before the government had an opportunity to 
issue a formal response to it,” he adds.

While few people in the music industry would disagree 
with the Canadian music industry’s fight against the value 
gap, you could argue that its focus on the matter reflects a 
market that remains largely stable after being initially slow 
to embrace streaming. In this, the Canadian music industry 
resembles the wider Canadian economy, which is predicted 
to grow around 1.5% in 2020.

Henderson says he remains optimistic about the Canadian 
music industry. “While the digital music industry has grown 
and evolved, the core function of record labels has remained 
constant. They continue to discover, nurture and promote artists 
and they are the largest investors in artists’ careers,” he says.

“In the expanding digital marketplace, labels know how to 
cut through the noise and help artists reach new fans and 
markets. They continue to develop innovative technologies, 
license hundreds of digital music services around the world 
and invest in the human capital needed to amplify the 
careers of artists. 

“As recorded revenues for music continues to grow, labels 
are also signing more and more artists.” 

Recorded music sales
(Volume, million units)

Digital music revenue by format
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Some 11m people now subscribe to a premium music 
streaming service in Germany, a leap of 2m in a year as the 
country slowly starts to shed its image as a digital slow 
starter. 

Dr Florian Drücke, CEO of German recorded music body 
BVMI, revealed the subscription numbers to Music Ally 
after BVMI figures found that the recorded music market in 
Germany grew by 8.2% in 2019 to €1.62bn, with streaming 
up 27%. 

Drücke says that digital music streaming “has now gone 
mainstream in Germany”. 

“We have 55% of overall turnover coming from streaming,” 
he adds. “We have very good traction.” The result, which 
comes after small declines in overall recorded music revenue 
in Germany in 2017 and 2018, also reflects a slow down 
in the decline of CD sales: in 2018, income from CDs fell 
19.9%; in 2019, it slipped just 10.5%.

The BVMI’s music consumption statistics, meanwhile, 
revealed that German music listeners streamed 107bn 
tracks in 2019 (a figure that doesn’t include video streams), 
up 34.5% on 2018 and almost double 2017’s figure. The 
UK, by comparison, experienced 25.6% growth in tracks 
streamed last year, although Britain’s 114bn total is greater 
than Germany’s, despite the UK’s smaller population.

Germany looks to be finally throwing off its reputation as a  digital 
slowcoach with streaming numbers sending overall music revenue into 
the black, despite the physical market still playing an important role.

As for how high streaming numbers can go, Drücke says 
there is “still a good potential for growth” given Germany’s 
80m+ population. 

“We are in an environment where there is growing 
competition between streaming services,” he adds. “We see 
a wide variety of genres available on streaming services and 
this is compelling for users of all kinds and generations. So 
it’s not just young people streaming.

Certainly, hip-hop, a genre that is both youthful and 
biased towards digital – has benefited from the growth of 
streaming in Germany, moving into second place among 
musical genres for the first time, sitting behind only pop. But 
Drücke says that German labels have made an effort to push 
other genres onto digital services. 

In September 2019, for example, Music Aly reported that 
Universal Music’s Ich Find Schlager Toll! YouTube channel 
was generating more than 30m monthly views from its near-
700,000 subscribers – not a bad result for a musical genre 
more often associated with physical product.

The exportability of German-language music beyond the 
German-speaking GAS countries may not exactly be a given, 
streaming or otherwise. “Of course we have a language 
barrier,” says Drücke. “We can’t deny that. But I think in the 
global streaming world it is worth seeing how far you can go 
with your own language.”

Drücke is also keen to point out that physical music sales 
are not necessarily the sign of a weak music market, as some 
people in the tech sector might have you believe. 

“We [Germany] are an example that sometimes behaviour 
doesn’t change as fast as some disrupters want it to change,” 
he says. “We are very cautious with regard to the digital 
world and we fully embrace the streaming age and that’s the 
direction the business goes; but I think it’s fair to say that you 
are not a better fan because you stream. That is something 
that is often forgotten in discussions. The trick is to offer 
music via every available channel and format, from vinyl to 
the cloud. This is what our members do and this pays off.”

Drücke believes that Germany has achieved “a good mix” 
of recorded music sales. “The overall market growth of 

❱ Germany
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8.2% in 2019 is due to three circumstances: the dynamic of 
audio streaming; a decline in sales of CDs that was almost 
halved (-10.5%) compared to the previous year; and a 13.3% 
increase in sales of vinyl records. Now two-thirds of the 
market are digital and one-third is physical.”

Drücke also appears relaxed about income from video 
streams and the value gap, despite BVMI figures showing 
that advertising-supported streaming only contributes 2.9% 
to industry sales. This, perhaps, is due to the fact that the 
German government is due to implement the EU’s Copyright 
Directive which could ensure that user upload platforms 
appropriately share revenue with content owners and the 
creative industries.

The coronavirus outbreak of early 2020 is almost certain to 
send the German economy, which grew 0.6% in 2019, into 
recession, while marking an uncertain time for the world’s 
markets. But the underlying signs for the German music 
industry look good nonetheless. 

“I am very optimistic because we have seen healthy growth 
in streaming,” Drücke concludes. “Of course we have this 
slight vulnerability that the physical market represents a 
large chunk [of recorded music]. We know that. But this is 

something that we don’t have to be afraid of because our 
members know this and they are prepared for it.”

Source: BVMI
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Around one in five people in South Korea now subscribe to a 
music streaming service as the country’s golden age for music 
– and for the music industry – shows little sign of abating.

Recent industry estimates suggest that the total number of 
paying music subscribers in South Korea across all domestic 
and international platforms is slightly over 10m, up from 
around 8.5m at the end of 2018, in a country of 51m people. 
Streaming revenue, meanwhile, grew by 13.7% to $329.3m 
in 2018 according to local sources, helping overall recorded 
music income to jump up 17.9% the same year.

Given that this came on top of a 45.8% rise in recorded 
music revenue in 2017, it might be tempting to ponder when 
the bubble will burst. But the South Korean music industry 
has several aces up its sleeve.

Firstly, and most obviously, is the massive strength of its 
domestic repertoire. A number of scandals and tragic deaths 
may have hit K-pop in 2019, but its popularity remains 
unabashed, with a strong argument that 2019 was the year 
that global K-pop success became the norm rather than the 
exception. This, in turn, has allowed the South Korean music 
business to re-invest in A&R.

“Increasing revenues mean we’ve been able to expand our 
roster, in turn generating more enthusiasm among fans – 
it’s a virtuous cycle,” says Clayton Jin, CEO, Warner Music 

Standing astride a hugely successful domestic output, the South 
Korean music industry is thriving across the genres and 2019 figures are 
expected to show another strong period of growth

Korea. “And it’s not just K-pop; other genres from rock to 

hip-hop have extremely thriving scenes here.” Indeed, 2019 

saw the rise of K-house, as pioneered by Peggy Gou, while 

Dazed magazine in the UK profiled the “creative revival” of 

South Korean rock in 2018.

“K-pop is becoming ever-more popular internationally,” 

Jin says. “We’re seeing great collaborations between 

international and local artists, such as the smash hit ‘Way 

Back Home’ from Shaun, featuring Connor Maynard and 

remixed by Sam Feldt, and the tie-up between Dua Lipa and 

Blackpink (pictured) for ‘Kiss & Make Up’. More and more 

K-pop artists are touring internationally in Europe and the 

US and that’s driving huge interest in wider Korean culture. 

It’s really helped put us on the global tourist map.”

The popularity of K-pop feeds into another of South Korea’s 

aces: the buoyant CD market, with new albums from the 

likes of BTO and EXO helping CD sales to increase by 20.5% 

in 2018. “We’ve seen CD sales grow hugely over the last 

few years as fans buy them to show their support for the 

artists they love,” says Jin. “To a large extent, CD sales in 

South Korea are an extension of the merchandise market 

rather than the traditional physical format sales market. 

Fans of our acts, such as AB6IX and CIX, buy multiple copies 

of their CDs so they can own all the different editions and 

gather the variety of collectibles contained within the CD 

packages.”

Naturally, labels in South Korea do their best to encourage 

this. Jin saw Warner works with their artists “to ensure 

that their CDs are brilliantly designed products that fans 

will want to treasure”. As such, he sees little evidence of the 

demand for CDs falling in the short term, even as streaming 

continues to rise.

❱ South Korea
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GDP (purchasing power parity)... $2.04tn* 
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Another considerable boon for the South Korean music 
industry is the support of the national government. The 
success of K-pop has helped to boost South Korean soft 
power in a difficult time for the region, while Jin says that 
the “Korean-Wave” industry (a term for South Korea’s 
cultural economy as a whole) has provided an economic 
boost to South Korea’s economy “to the tune of tens of 
billions of dollars”.

Statista claims the value of South Korean musical exports 
was $512.58m in 2017, up from $442.57m in 2016, while 
Sun Lee, YouTube’s head of music content partnerships 
and subscriptions for Korea and Greater China, told the 
audience at the NY:LON Connect conference in January 
2020 that exports are 37 times bigger than imports for 
South Korea’s music industry, with Japan and China the top 
export markets.

To help protect the local music business, in January 2019 
the South Korean government introduced regulation raising 
the royalty share from music streaming services from 60% 
to 65%. Jin explains that the South Korean government also 
“sets a floor price for streaming services, enabling them to 
set subscriptions that reflect inflation and don’t erode the 
value of music.” 

As yet, it appears the impact of the move on streaming 
adoption has been minimal and it will be fascinating to see 
what has happened with overall streaming revenue when 
South Korea announced its full-year 2019 results this spring.

“People really stream everywhere, on the subway, the 
train or the bus; that is the biggest distinguishing factor 
for Korean users,” Lee told the Connect audience, adding 
that this was thanks to the country’s fast, reliable mobile 
networks and data plans to match. 

“And Korea is a very chart-oriented country: people like to 
lean back and listen to what others are listening to.”

Certainly, it would be a surprise if South Korea’s 2019 
figures did not show another increase in revenues, with Jin 
optimistic that the market will continue to grow strongly. 
“The last year was a really good one for the music business in 
Korea and we had a strong release schedule at Warner that 
helped lift our numbers,” he says. 

“I think the final industry figures for 2019 will show another 
year of strong growth. We’re never complacent about the 
future, but the market in South Korea has grown strongly for 
several years,” Jin adds. 

“Alongside Sweden, we were one of the pioneers of music 
streaming. The volume of streaming is still growing strongly 
and the government has ensured that the floor price of 
services is set to take into account inflation. 

More and more great artists from diverse music genres and 
styles are coming to market with dreams of becoming global 
stars and I think this plethora of talent is the key driving 
factor of the growth in recorded music revenue.” 
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After years of decline, recorded music revenue in Thailand 
grew for the first time in five years in 2018, with faster 
network speeds and greater mobile penetration helping to 
drive streaming revenues. Streaming income in Thailand 
increased from $20.7m in 2017 to $28.7m last year, helping 
overall music income to jump 17.5%, according to local music:)
ally sources.

“We’ve seen a big pick-up in streaming revenue in Thailand 
over the last couple of years, with the market almost doubling 
in value,” says Karl Kongkham, the MD of Warner Music 
Thailand. “The infrastructure is improving, with faster 
network speeds and greater mobile penetration. Thais 
love adopting new technology, they’ve really gravitated to 
streaming music and they’re more willing to pay for these 
services than ever before.”

The development of Thailand’s once-poor digital 
infrastructure under the Industry 4.0 scheme has 
undoubtedly helped, with the number of internet users in 
Thailand rising from 28m to 47m between 2014 and 2018. 
Gautam Talwar, MD of Spotify, Southeast Asia, says that his 
company is optimistic about Thailand’s digital infrastructure. 

“Access to the internet has increased; the Ministry Of Digital 
Economy installed Wi-Fi receptors in 24,700 villages around 
the country to provide Wi-Fi access in 2017, for example,” he 
explains. “According to reports, in 2018 across the country, 

Thailand’s digital infrastructure has spearheaded growth in social media 
and internet usage that has had a positive effect on streaming revenues, 
with the market picking up in 2018 for the first time in five years 

internet usage growth was 24% and social media usage 
growth was 11%.”

What is most striking, though, is the popularity of the mobile 
phone as a music device. A recent article in the Bangkok Post 
claimed that smartphones make up 75% of the country’s 
streaming market, with Thais apparently “using mobile 
phones to listen to streaming music at a rate 93% higher than 
the global average”.

Another particularity of the Thai market includes its love 
for local viral music, as Talwar explains. “We’ve seen that 
Thailand is one of our most engaged markets when it comes to 
searching for local viral music – for example, songs from local 
TV shows. Spotify created a playlist for this, Hit & Viral, which 
has become one of the most popular playlists in Thailand,” he 
says. Talwar adds that lyrics are also very important to Thai 
music listeners, with the streaming market dominated by 
“urban users, anyone from students to 30-50-year-olds”.

Spotify, Joox and Apple Music dominate the music 
subscription market in Thailand, with one notable local 
service in True ID. Joox reported more than 3bn song plays 
in Thailand in 2018, according to the Bangkok Post, a 50% 
increase from 2016. All three international services are 
relatively cheap: Spotify Premium and Apple Music cost 
129 Baht ($4.27) per month or 199 Baht ($6.58) for a family 
account, while Joox VIP costs 69 Baht a week ($2.28), 129 
Baht per month or 1,099 Baht ($36.34) per year.

Kongkham says that around 3.5m people in Thailand use a 
music streaming service at the moment (excluding YouTube), 
with approximately 700,000 paying to subscribe to one of the 
three major streaming services. “To put that in context, our 
overall population is around 70m,” he adds. 

“There’s no reason why streaming penetration here can’t go 
as high as it is in markets such as Sweden and Korea where it’s 
more established.”

It will be interesting now to see the impact of YouTube Music, 
YouTube’s own music subscription service, which launched in 
Thailand in November 2019. YouTube itself is hugely popular: 
a Chartmetric study of YouTube views for one week in May 
2019 found that Thai capital Bangkok was “the second most 
YouTube-hungry city in the world for that week, accumulating 
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over 38m views”, behind only Mexico City. A recent Google 
study – to be treated with a pinch of salt, perhaps – found 
that YouTube “is truly a part of the cultural fabric” in Thailand, 
which, along with Indonesia, has the highest proportion of 
users who watch YouTube on mobile.

Also striking is the popularity of domestic music in Thailand. 
Joox claims that 89% of Thai users listen to Thai music over 
international music, while Chartmetric noted the popularity 
of Bangkok-bred rapper YOUNGOHM and Bangkok punk 
rock act Labanoon in its study. Meanwhile, Universal Music 
recently announced that Thai pop artist Jannine Weigel 
would be the “marquee signing” to its new RedRecords 
venture with AirAsia Group.

“There is a thriving local music scene in Thailand and 
streaming services such as Spotify have helped local 
musicians rise to the top and created a legitimate 
revenue stream for the creator community there,” 
says Talwar. “Streaming services such as Spotify 
can also act as a key marketing and promotional 
channel for the artists to reach their core 
fanbase.”
Kongkham says he is “really optimistic and excited about 
the future of the digital music industry in Thailand”. 
“People here love local music and really connect with 
Thai artists while embracing international artists across 
a wide variety of genres,” he says. “We’re stepping up 
investment in our local roster, creating great new music 

that’s attracting listeners to streaming services. It’s helping 
create a virtuous cycle of growth. 

“But we’re not complacent, we’ve got to keep identifying new 
opportunities to place our artists’ music and add value to their 
careers. It’s a fast-changing business and we’ve got to stay at 
the cutting edge of it.”

Spotify Wrapped 2019 Thailand Top Lists
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male artists

1 Ariana Grande

2 Taylor Swift

3 Ink Warunton

4 Billie Eilish
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female artists

1 Polycat

2 The Toys

3 Lipta

4 Whal & Dolph

5 Stamp
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local artists

1 BTS

2 BLACKPINK

3 Polycat

4 The Parkinson

5 Bodyslam

Most streamed  
groups

1 Post Malone - Hollywood’s Bleeding

2 Shawn Mendes - Shawn Mendes

3 BTS - Love Yourself...

4 BLACKPINK - Kill This Love

5 The Toys - Sun

Most streamed  
albums

1 Camila Cabello, Shawn Mendes - Señorita

2 Post Malone, Swae Lee - Sunflower

3 MEYOU - 

4 BLACKPINK - Kill This Love

5 Wanyai - 

Most streamed  
tracks

Karl Kongkham, Warner
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Turkey could be on the verge of “an explosion” in music 
streaming, according to one veteran of the country’s music 
industry, with new players coming to market and streaming 
subscriber numbers rising sharply. Metin Uzelli, who has 
worked in the Turkish music industry for three decades, says 
that he has “high expectations” for the future of the business. 

“In 2020, I expect an explosion in both revenues and 
subscriber numbers,” he says. “I anticipate that we will 
see the results and benefits of new players, the dynamic 
environment brought by increased competition, the rapidly 
increasing number of subscribers and the recent retail price 
adjustment from this year onwards.”

Key to this was the launch of YouTube Music in Turkey 
in 2019, a significant move in a country where YouTube 
plays such a major role. YouTube had a 92% “penetration 
rate” among 16-64-year-old consumers in Turkey in the 
last half of 2018, according to Statista, making it the most 
popular social network (if we take a broad definition of 
“social network”) in the country ahead of Instagram (84%), 
WhatsApp (83%), Facebook (82%) and Twitter (58%).
Uzelli says that YouTube Music “has revitalised the market 
and has filled Deezer’s deficiency on local catalogue”. 

Spotify and Apple Music also operate in Turkey, alongside 
services operated by local telco Turkcell Müzik (Fizy) and 
TürkTelekom Müzik (Muud).

Turkey may have one of the lowest per-capita spends on music globally, 
but recent years have seen recorded music income grow significantly 
while new digital players have helped streaming numbers to boom.

Bülent Forta, general coordinator and board member of 
Turkish recorded music association Mü-Yap, says that the 
Turkish music industry has taken “important steps to open 
the old catalogues to the digital market”. 

“However, confusion about rights ownership and difficulties 
in accessing old records still show that this process has not 
been completed,” Forta adds. “Thousands of records are still 
not transferred to digital, but this process continues.”

As a result of this revitalisation, Turkey is seeing a boom in 
subscriber numbers. In 2019, Mü-Yap estimated that 1m 
people in Turkey were subscribing to a music streaming 
service; Uzelli says this has risen sharply. “We are observing 
that the subscriber numbers are increasing at a much faster 
pace,” he says. “The number of paying subscribers rose sharply 
in the last months of the year, exceeding 2m per month.”

What’s more, Uzelli believes that streaming in Turkey is 
entering a more mature phase, with the high rate of churn 
that was caused by free bundled offers from telcos dropping. 
“The data on this issue shows that, unlike in the past, the 
consumer cares about experience more than the price,” 
he says. “This can be seen as a pleasing indicator for the 
development of the market.”

Uzelli estimates that Turkish recorded music revenue increased 
by 20% in 2019 and will grow by even more in 2020, continuing 
the market’s remarkable upward curve. In 2017, the Turkish 
recorded music market grew by 17.8% and in 2018 it increased 
by 14.8%, according to local sources. These numbers, clearly, 
are impressive. But it is worth remembering that they come 
from a small base: total recorded music income in 2018 was just 
$42.4m in a country of over 81m people.

Indeed, per capita recorded music revenue in Turkey is 
the lowest in Europe at just $0.51. (Turkey, technically, is 
a transcontinental country located in Western Asia and 
Southeast Europe.)

The result also comes against a backdrop of economic 
uncertainty: in 2018, Turkey went into recession and it is 
only slowly recovering now. In May 2019, the European 
Bank For Reconstruction & Development predicted that 
Turkey’s economy will probably see a gradual recovery, 
growing around 2.5% in 2020.

❱ Turkey
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Uzelli says that Turkey’s economy remains weak. “This 
situation affects the music business mostly on live 
performance, advertisement and sponsorship revenues,” he 
says. “On the other hand, I can say that it does not affect – or 
I can even say that it supports – digital music consumption 
since it is a low-cost premium entertainment product.”

One definite plus for the Turkish music industry is the 
strength of its domestic repertoire, which accounts for 
85-90% of total consumption. At the same time, the Turkish 
diaspora gives strength to the country’s recorded music 
market, with around 2.85m Turks living in Germany alone.

“Streaming provided great convenience to reach the Turks 
living abroad,” says Uzelli. “However, I would not prefer to 
call this ‘the export of Turkish music’. In order for Turkish 
music to reach non-Turkish consumers in other markets, 
projects that focus on this purpose from production to 
marketing are necessary.” Already, though, there are signs 
that this is happening. Uzelli says that in 2019 there were 
more examples than ever of Turkish artists working with 
foreign musicians, especially in hip-hop.

Forta says he is optimistic for 2020. “Instagram, Facebook 
and TikTok are licensed this year which means an increase in 
income. I also expect 100% growth in Spotify, YouTube and 

Fizy revenues. We have plenty of reasons to be hopeful for 
Turkish music industry and recorded music in the coming 
decade,” he says. 
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One of the facts that may have gone overlooked in the US’s 
recent surge in recorded music revenue is the country’s 
incredibly strong music subscription numbers: in 2019, the US 
averaged 60.4m paid subscriptions, up from 46.9m in 2018, 
according to the RIAA; meanwhile recorded music’s retail 
value grew by 13% to $11.1bn.

If we consider that there are 128m households in the US in 
total, that suggests that someone in around a half (roughly 
47%) of all houses in the US pays for a music subscription. 
By contrast Sweden, one of the most advanced digital music 
markets in the world, is thought to have somewhere between 
2.3m to 3m music subscribers among its 4.5m households, 
or a subscriber in roughly 51% to 67% of all houses, a figure 
that is a lot closer to the US than you might expect from music 
industry hype.

What’s more, the 60.4m figure in the US is likely a significant 
under-representation of the true number of music 
subscribers in the US. It doesn’t, for example, include non-
paying members of family plans – one family plan equals one 
subscription in the RIAA stats – and it doesn’t reflect “limited-
tier” services like Amazon Prime and Pandora Plus (i.e. 
services limited by factors such as mobile access, catalogue 
availability, on-demand limitations or device restrictions.)

You can understand the RIAA’s decision to exclude these 
numbers – “limited tier” services are not the same as a full 

Music streaming is surging in the US, bringing with it strong  
growth in recorded music income. But questions remain  
about how long this can last.

subscription service and often come bundled into other packages. 
But they are, apparently, serving up some pretty big numbers.

Amazon is notoriously shy about giving user statistics, but 
recent research from eMarketer claimed that Amazon Music 
as a whole had 38.7m listeners in the US. This includes “full” 
services, such as Amazon Music Unlimited and Amazon Music 
HD (which are included in the RIAA subscriber numbers), as 
well as Amazon Prime Music (which isn’t.) As such, it is hard to 
say what kind of numbers these “limited-tier” services would 
add to the RIAA subscriber total in the US, but it is likely to be 
in the millions. What’s more, these “limited-tier” services are 
appealing to the kind of casual fan who would probably not 
have spent much money on music in the recent past – a key 
market for the digital music industry.

The question, then, is where the ceiling of paid music 
subscribers is likely to come. Music industry logic has it that 
only one person in three will pay for music; the US market has 
already passed the level of one in three households paying 
for a subscription, while one in three of the country’s total 
population, some 110m subscribers, seems overly optimistic 
given the inevitable use of family plans and the fact there are 
only 110.6m broadband subscriptions in the US. By point 
of comparison, Netflix (another music industry touchstone) 
had 61.04m subscribers in the US in Q4 2019, while the 
number of cable TV subscribers in the US was around 53m in 
December 2015.

Dr Richard James Burgess, president and CEO of A2IM 
(American Association of Independent Music), says that 
“there are too many factors to parse” to be able to confidently 
predict a ceiling for subscriber numbers. 

“I look at the amount of free usage and I believe that those 
users could be converted if they had more incentive to 
subscribe,” he adds. “The ceiling for subscription growth in the 
US is related to the availability of unlimited free music. The 
value gap is still a real issue. I also look at the rest of the world 
and, as various other economies improve, the possible sources 
for growth are many.”

Certainly, the rise in music subscriber numbers in the US has 
been stellar: from 10.8m in 2015 to 22.7m in 2016; 35.3m in 
2017; 46.9m in 2018; and 60.4m in 2019. Streaming income 
grew by 19.9% to $8.8bn in 2019, a number that the RIAA 
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noted was “larger than the entire US recorded music market 

just two years ago in 2017”. 

Meanwhile, Nielsen recently announced that on-demand 

streams in the US in 2019 passed the one trillion mark for the 

first time in a 12-month period, in what it called a “milestone 

year” for the industry. So far so good. But at the same time, the 

growth of streaming revenues in the US has been slowing: they 

grew by 43% in 2017, by 30.1% in 2018 and by 19.9% in 2019 

according to the RIAA. It would be no great leap to suggest that 

both streaming growth and overall recorded music revenue 

will drop to single figures in 2020. (The RIAA, incidentally, says 

it cannot speculate on future performance and potential trends.)

It is perhaps for this reason that the US music industry has 

kept a fairly somber attitude in announcing these figures. In a 

blog post, RIAA chairman and CEO Mitch Glazier said that the 

growth in streaming subscriptions didn’t “just happen”, outlining 

the role that artists and labels have played in this growth. 

“Today’s report reflects the prospect of a future in which 

creators have a path forward,” he added. “But it also reveals 

how much farther we must go to assure a healthy music 

community in which all music is valued and creators are fairly 

compensated. We still have not realised the full value of music 

on all digital services.”

In his sights, as you might imagine, are tech platforms, who 

he called on to do more to protect the value of music. “Music 

is by far the biggest draw to tech platforms, gaining views 

and listens that generate enormous 
revenues for distributors, but in 
many cases this happens without 
an appropriate share for creators,” 
he said. “Our technology partners 
also need to commit themselves to 
protecting and promoting artists’ 
work by doing more to stop stream-
ripping and other forms of piracy.”

Nielsen, by contrast, took a rather 
more positive view of the tech 
sector. As it announced its 2019 
figures, the research company 
explained that “tech trends like 
TikTok helped usher in a new wave 
of viral hits” last year.

Nielsen reported that streaming 
accounts for 53% of the weekly 
share of music time for US teens, 
compared to 41% for the average 

music listener, with TikTok use highest among teens (17%) 
and Millennials (13%). 

“Listening to music continues to be a popular way to spend 
leisure time, especially among Teens and Millennials,” Nielsen 
said. “The average general population consumer is embracing 
more digital channels for its weekly music listening, and Teens 
are setting the pace for streaming engagement this year.”

The two points of view are, of course, not contradictory: 
tech platforms like TikTok are undoubtedly driving music 
consumption while arguably not paying enough to content 
owners and creators. Resolving this will be one of the key 
challenges for the US music industry as it looks to return to 
somewhere near its 1999 peak of $14.6bn in revenue (more 
than $22bn today.)

“Amid the excitement about growth, most observers do not 
factor in inflation and thus do not acknowledge that we are 
not back where we were before the digital disruption,” says 
Burgess. “I did a primitive analysis using US industry growth 
from 1990 through 1999 and extrapolating it through to 
2020; if that growth had continued – a big if, I know – we 
would now be approaching a $30bn market.”

Nevertheless, he remains positive. “The unlimited shelf space 
has revitalised catalogues and empowered independent 
artists and labels,” he concludes. “Given no significant new 
disruptions, I am very optimistic for the future of the US 
recorded music business.” 

Source: RIAA
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What was Music Ally reporting 
on in the week of 11-15 April 2011?

❱ Don’t look back  
   and hanker

thethereport ❱ Looking back

We wrote: “YouTube has taken another big step into the 
livestreaming market, announcing the launch of YouTube Live. 
It follows the site’s decision to live-stream a number of gigs, 
sports events and interviews on a one-off basis in the past.”

And now? Nine years on, livestreaming is currently a VERY 
hot topic in the music industry, with artists kicking their 
heels at home due to the coronavirus pandemic. 

YouTube is certainly playing a role now, but alongside other 
services including Twitch (which launched in June 2011) and 
Instagram (April 2012), rather than as a dominant platform.

‘YouTube Live  
live-streaming service  
goes, er, live’

CALENDAR-ALT
We wrote: “The headline that made our jaws drop this 
weekend came from UK newspaper the Daily Mail: ‘Google 
threatens to destroy not only pop sensation Adele, but 
Britain’s film and music industries. So why is No. 10 in thrall to 
this parasitic monster?’ They like long headlines at the Mail.”

And now? Adele has survived, against the odds! Meanwhile, 
2019 was the fourth consecutive year of growth for the 
equally un-destroyed British recorded music industry. 
Google remains a contentious topic within that industry, of 
course, but it’s rare for a big media outlet to tear into the 
company on copyright grounds like the Mail did in 2011.

‘The Daily Mail tears  
into Google for being  
a parasitic monster’

CALENDAR-ALT

We wrote: “The topline finding is that 17% of people 
surveyed have paid to download music, while 26% stream 
music... Only 22% of respondents who’d used a streaming 
service in the last three months said they’d be willing to pay 
for it.”

And now? April 2011 was still only two and a half years 
after Spotify launched – and three months before it went 
live in the US, after protracted negotiations. Streaming 
versus downloads was still a legitimate topic. 

The conversion rates have improved since then, too: at the 
end of 2019, nearly 46% of Spotify’s users were premium 
subscribers.

‘Nielsen research  
finds streaming music  
outweighs downloading’

CALENDAR-ALT
We wrote: “Spotify is making a big change to its free music 
service in Europe, with new restrictions that kick in six months 
after users register. They’ll now be limited to 10 hours of total 
listening time a month... What’s more, they’ll only be able to 
play individual tracks five times ever, before they are made 
greyed out and unplayable.”

And now? This was a moment when Spotify bent to the will 
of rightsholders, who thought it should be doing more to 
improve those conversion rates. In briefings with journalists, 
Spotify executives made it clear that they didn’t agree 
with the idea, but had no choice. As it turned out, the two 
sides would ultimately agree that this wasn’t the way to go: 
Spotify launched in the US without the caps, and by March 
2013 had removed them in most of its existing markets.

‘Spotify cuts back  
free service – 10hrs a  
month and song-capping’

CALENDAR-ALT
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